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Subsurface Cities of Ganymede

Despite the growing availability of books by UFO contactees in various countries that have been translated
into many different languages, very little information relating to Latin American UFO contact cases ever 
reaches the awareness of the broader public. One of the earliest, and most intriguing contact cases with 
UFO occupants occurred in Brazil, as recounted under a pseudonym by Aladino Felix (†1905-2004), a 
mechanical engineer with a great interest in aerospace applications and antigravitic propulsion systems.

His series of highly informative UFO contacts began in 1952 in Angatuba, Brazil, and proceeded for a few 
years. Felix’s accounts of the contact events were first published in the Portuguese language in 1959 using
the pen name ‘Dino Kraspedon’, which was translated into English as ‘My Contact with Flying Saucers’ a 
few years later. During the initial UFO sighting, Felix described observing 5 disc spacecraft hovering over 
the south side of the Angatuba Plateau, and a telepathic conversation making arrangements for a meeting.

The communications were re-established in person during a direct meeting and lengthy conversation with 
the UFO captain that took place at the home of Aladino Felix in Peirópolis, located in Minas Gerais, Brazil:

Q: What is your name?  A: I don't have a name for the meaning you apply. On my world, names are a portrait of
the individual's character. Through it we know the virtues and defects of a person, even a very unknown person. 
It is a combination of sounds, unintelligible to you, signifying how one is not like the other. Today I have a name, 
and if tomorrow I become wiser or better myself, I will have earned another; and so on.

Q: Tell me, however, where you come from?  A: I come from a satellite of Jupiter.

Q: From what satellite?  A: None especially. I live on both Ganymede and Io. I'm like you who can live in São 
Paulo, Santos or Guarujá at the same time.

Q: But I've heard that interplanetary men are tiny, and you're quite tall (almost 2 m). How is it explained?…  
A: Not all of them are tiny. In the same satellite we have small and large men, blond, black or dark-skinned. 
Earthly men are also tall, but there are pygmies, medium types, blond, red, dark and black types. In diversity, 
nature presents its unity.” 
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Striking similarity to the statements of Edgar Cayce concerning the different sizes of ET humanoid species 
living together with human populations as one collective constituting the Atlantean global civilization, during
a Life Reading given by the ‘Sleeping Prophet’ Edgar Cayce on April 29, 1932 (Reading 364-11): 

Q: Please give a few details regarding the physiognomy, habits, customs and costumes of the people of Atlantis...
A: These took on many sizes as to stature, from that as may be called the midget to the giants –for there were 
giants in the earth in those days, men as tall as (what would be termed today) ten to twelve feet in stature, and in 
proportion –well proportioned throughout. 

These trance statements were confirmed by archeological investigations by this author at multiple ancient 
cities on various continents. The Atlantean civilization began after emergency evacuation of ET humanoid 
species to Earth from the former planet now fragmented as the Asteroid Belt, according to information from
the Cassiopaeans channeled by medium Laura Knight-Jadczyk on September 30 and October 7, 1994:

Q: Is the cluster of fragments in between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter the remains of a planet?  A: Yes. 
Q: What was that planet known as?  A: Kantek. 
Q: When did that planet break apart into the asteroid belt.  A: 79 thousand years ago approximately…
Q: Was this planet ever inhabited by sentient beings?  A: Yes. 
Q: What caused this planet to be destroyed?  A: Psychic energy. 
Q: And where did the beings come from that lived on this planet? Did they evolve there?  A: No. 

These replies indicate the Asteroid Belt formed by explosion of the planet ‘Kantek’; by the psychoacoustic 
forces of planetary infrasound resonance focused and amplified by the pyramids that also caused tectonic
subduction of Lemuria and Atlantis. Abuse of high technologies represents a serious, persistent threat.

Special information imparted to Aladino Felix in Brazil addressed the subject of the different ET humanoid 
species inhabiting our solar system. The contacts began with general questions regarding the habitability 
of each of the planets, which went far beyond the level of knowledge possessed by humanity, even today:

Q: Are all planets [of our Solar System] inhabited?  A: Not all. There are some that are not. In our system we 
have inhabited planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto. Jupiter and Saturn are 
uninhabited, as they have no atmosphere. Jupiter has it, but we cannot consider it as such given its small 
thickness. Saturn does not contain any… However, many of its satellites are inhabited.  

Q: But there is a lot of difference between our constitution and that of human-type beings from other planets?  
A: Yes, there are differences, but the human type is the one chosen by nature. The metabolism of a man from 
Pluto is not completely identical to that of an inhabitant of Mercury. However, one can visit the other, remaining 
alive for a long period... by breathing the atmosphere…

Q: But doesn’t gravity have any influence?  A: Absolutely. This influence of gravity is a fantasy, like others you 
have. We say that gravity is a set of phenomena, where the atmospheric layer that gives the difference in density 
greatly influences… 3



Q: Regarding appearance, what are the main differences between people from different planets?  A: We cannot 
say, for example, that men on Mercury are tall or short. It has everything, like you have the pygmy. However, his 
greatest height is 1.60 m. From there down. They are strong, dark-skinned guys, with small eyes, beardless, 
short foreheads, well-shaped noses, intelligent, dynamic and agile.

On Venus, they already reach types standing up to 1.80 m in height. They come from several lineages, with the 
light-colored skin type predominating. They are thin in body, but they are the ones that most resemble the land 
internally and externally. They are dynamic, loquacious, kind and eminently mystical.

On Mars there are 2 fundamental races: one blonde and one brunette. The blonde breed is more docile and 
tender. The brunette is made up of short, living beings. They are the fastest in the planetary system. Jupiter has 
no life. Life only persists on its satellite moons. But the variety is great in these celestial bodies. There are giant 
men who reach 2.40 m to Lilliputian beings; But we live in the same family. Small beings are in greater numbers. 

There is no life on Saturn either. Its lack of atmosphere means that its surface is riddled with meteorites. Only two
satellites are inhabited. But there the men are intelligent and kind. They have their interplanetary ships, but they 
barely cross space. They are almost inexplicable creatures to you, because they never die. They have what we 
could say is a resurrection body. They never do any harm. However, they are materials. They are men of tall 
stature with large, magnetic eyes. Not even we understand all his wisdom. They are enigmatic. 

On Uranus and Neptune, men 
are very similar. They are tall 
and muscular, round body, large
eyes, very developed head. 
Organic functioning differs from 
others. They do not feed on 
heavy substances like we do, 
but they feed on liquids or 
gases. The blood is different. 

Life on Pluto is very similar to 
that on Earth. They are identical 
men in almost every way. But 
despite their high intelligence, 
they made many mistakes and 
forgot God. They let low 
instincts dominate them. They 
have long learned to cross 
spaces. They don't wage war 
between them – in fact, there is 
only war on Earth. But they are 
dangerous beings, and to them 
you owe the cases of discs that 
harmed many people on Earth. 
If they do not harm the system's 
inhabitants, it is because they 
know that others are superior to 
them, and that any attempt at 
domination could be fatal to 
them. But their fate is sealed. 

Men on Earth make a lot of mistakes, and this planet is considered the center of evil. But its inhabitants are still 
in their childhood, at the dawn of life intelligent, except for a small elite who arrive here for teaching purposes. 
Therefore, God will punish terrestrial humanity, but with measure, without expelling the planet from the solar 
system. Will only evacuate those who do not fit in a high order, leaving on its surface a remnant that will be 
similar to the inhabitants of Saturn's satellites. 

Pluto, however, will suffer justice severely. Evil will not be permitted forever. The transgression of laws is just a 
phenomenon, because if transgression were a condition of any individual, who prepares himself on the scale of 
the worlds, then it would be law. And it is absurd that evil is a law. In any of the inhabited worlds there are only 
two articles with eternity: love for God and love for others. Anything that comes out of this is a misdemeanor. 
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The men of Pluto knew the divine laws, but ignored them. Sexual pleasure dominated them, and then, as a direct 
consequence, other errors approached them, such as idolatry, sodomy, rebellion, disrespect for the physical 
integrity of others and the entire procession of evil. Error is like an avalanche. It can start with the fall of a simple 
pebble and end in complete collapse. 

That's why Pluto will be ripped away from here and will wander until it falls into the nearest constellation. Its 
inhabitants will suffer horrors and will have no way to escape. They will return to the state of the caves in 
unspeakable conditions. The splendor of its cities, with fast transport systems, dazzling lights, communications, in
short everything that a super intelligent humanity can achieve through millennia of constant progress, which you 
cannot yet imagine will fall by chance and disappear into ruins like terrestrial Babylon with its hanging gardens. 
This way our system will return to normal and we will all be just one family, under a single coat of arms: love.

During Felix’s lengthy interrogative conversation with the spacecraft captain from the Jovian moons, the 
subject of antigravitic propulsion, regarding technological capabilities to nullify gravity, was also discussed:

Q: Is there any inconvenience in enlightening us about the problems relating to navigation with flying saucers?  
A: Absolutely, none. Of course, an interplanetary journey would still require a lot of time for the people of Earth, 
but we will give them a helping hand by showing you how things happen: the Earth's atmospheric weight is 
1,033 kg/cm2. If a sheet of paper is placed in the mouth of a glass full of water, upside down, the atmospheric 
pressure, exerted from the bottom up, will prevent the water from suffering the action of gravity and falling.

With the flying saucer, we use this natural force of the atmosphere. It is what gives us the propulsion we need. 
If we maintain this pressure on the lower part of the disc, and cause decompression in the upper part, the device
will suffer a fabulous upward thrust, with a power that no known force can match. 

Q: Please, would you be more explicit?  I'm not quite understanding the system you describe.  A: It's simple... 
We make the vacuum in the direction we want to go. If we have low pressure on one side, on the other we get 
full atmospheric pressure. Any device, whatever it may be, can only move through a difference in potential… 

To give you an idea of what this represents, imagine that in a smaller disk we have a thrust of 3 million kg, while 
terrestrial planes, the most powerful, do not exceed a few thousand kg. In a regular-sized device, this pressure is 
much higher. This indicates that: if a disk 100 m in diameter would have 78,540,000 kg; at 200 m the pressure 
would be equal to 314,160,000 kg. There is no limit to the size and capacity of one of these devices. Our large 
freighters reach up to 600 m in diameter, with a capacity of almost 3 billion kg. This is more or less theoretical, 
because we have never used the full carrying capacity of one of these space giants. We always leave a margin, 
which we use for high speed.
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When we make interplanetary trips, we use small-capacity flight devices. It depends on the function we have in 
mind. Generally, it is the case that 20 m discs suit us for most purposes. These flight devices, fully equipped, 
weigh a maximum of 250,000 kg. With this type of craft, we also have a limit of 3 million kg, which we use for 
high speeds... and all this is achieved without poisoning the atmosphere. Do you understand correctly now? 

Q: I understand. It's amazing how easy the process is!  A: Yes, it’s really easy… But it would be incomplete 
without mentioning the means we employ to generate the vacuum externally. First, I will explain the steering 
system for you. With the vacuum always in front of it, the disc can move without any friction and at any speed. 

Its maneuverability is also easy, as this vacuum can be transferred in all directions. In a disk measuring 20 m in 
diameter, the atmospheric pressure exerted is more than 3 million kg, while if this diameter is increased to 60 m, 
the atmospheric power increases by almost 30 million kg. It is, therefore, an enormous force, of which there is no 
example among our most common phenomena…

It cannot have glass windows, as the difference in pressure between points on the same body could break the 
glass and create a high-speed atmospheric current inside the disc. The vision is provided by television "eyes" 
located at various external points, which transmit to a screen on the pilot's front. Looking at the screen, the pilot 
can see in all directions at the same time, this system being superior to human vision, which only sees at a 
certain angle at a time…

We can transfer this vacuum to any direction. With a simple lever on a semi-sphere we transfer it to where we 
want to go. If we want to go one way, we create a vacuum for it, and the atmosphere immediately exerts pressure
in that direction. Let's say: we are flying in the horizontal plane. If we want to make a 90° angle, we simply 
transfer the vacuum upwards or to one side, and we will go with the same speed in that direction. It doesn't need 
a curve. Did you understand? 

Q: Yes, I saw the entire scope. This could revolutionize everything we know in terms of navigation. It's a diabolical
device.  A: It depends on how they are used. I still believe in the goodness of man and I pledge, if one day they 
promise us to end wars, to come personally and help them achieve that worthy goal. Not only that, but I will help them to achieve far superior goals; I will teach them how to make life a paradise.

But as we were saying, we get a vacuum and a pressure, as you say, diabolical. However, we do not have any 
friction, since in the direction we are going there is only vacuum. Soon; Without friction, the device does not heat 
up. We often lack even a little heat to maintain ourselves, because the temperature drops too low. 

As for the process of creating a vacuum externally, there is no technical difficulty. You know that cathode rays 
have the strange property of decomposing the atmosphere wherever they pass. The atmospheric elements, 
under the action of these rays, return to the ethereal state. To this property, we add the ability to make the 
cathode rays intersect with the anode rays at an angle of 45°. We do this using high voltage and amperage. 

Q: Where is the cathode ray emitter located?  A: In the entire peripheral zone of the disc. That is, the entire side 
of the device is a ray tube, between 2 walls. These rays are deadly and can only be projected outwards. A human
being who received the emission of cathode rays, with the intensity we use, would have all their blood cells 
destroyed and would suffer mortal burns.

But inside the device there is less radioactivity than the air breathed on Earth. The coloring you see is the 
consequence of these rays, as in a Crooks and Geissler tube. It depends on the low pressure we obtain, that is, 
the vacuum. If we want to go quickly, we create an absolute vacuum and become lightning fast moving through 
space; otherwise, we generate a semi-vacuum to be propelled more slowly. The intensity of the generated 
vacuum is achieved with the amperage used, using a rheostat. 6



If we want to float, we use a weak current. When we are in semi-vacuum, you see the luminosity at night; but if 
we are using absolute vacuum, no one sees us, because there is no light in a vacuum. That's why they always 
say that we stand still, and suddenly we disappear and appear somewhere else. 

It is necessary to admit that there are other means that are used, as in the case of the bismuth system, still used 
in many devices to achieve a potential difference. In fact, this was our first system. (The commander explained 
this other process to us, but as it is complex we preferred not to report it here).

After traveling for a long time with the bismuth crab, a being from another planet explained to us how we could do
the simplest thing. We still have devices of this type, but they are only used by antique aficionados, who venture 
into interplanetary travel. They are like you, who, having motor boats, use sail boats in sport. Here, my dear, how 
can you make a device that is faster than a flash. 

Q: Could I report this to others?  A: I did not impose conditions to report anything to you. Do as you please. I 
cannot prohibit you from saying to others things that can contribute to collective well-being. I ask –yes– that the 
information I give you about means of destruction, you keep to yourself. Enough of what men already have to turn
into devils. For the rest, if you think it's fair to tell others, do so. And if one day there is any technical difficulty, I will
be ready to help you solve the problem. All you need to do is desire my presence, and I will know, even from a 
distance, that you are calling me by thought… 

Q: Does it take a lot of electrical energy to achieve this effect?  A: Everything is proportional. In our disk, the 
voltage and amperage are very high… obtained by transforming hydrogen into helium at low temperature by 
bombarding deuterium with heavier mesons, producing a fabulous energy potential, or using ultra-rays in an 
acidic solution saturated with helium nuclei. This modality is the most used among those available to us.  

Q: How does this phenomenon of the transformation of ultra-rays into usable energy?  A: If you make radioactivity
pass through a magnetic field, you will get alpha, beta and gamma rays. The first are helium nuclei, the second 
are electrons and the third are gamma rays, which are of the same nature as ultra-rays, that is, electromagnetic 
energy. These 3 components of radioactivity are related. Ultra-rays, or gamma-rays as you call them, when 
passing close to helium nuclei, deform space and create electrons until their wavelength drops.

Therefore, when gamma rays pass through an acidulated solution, saturated with helium nuclei, generate 
electrons near the nuclei, but as these are prevented from joining the nucleus due to the acidic presence, they 
are condensed on the plates located at the bottom of the device. Here is an inexhaustible source of energy that 
costs nothing other than a little acid solution and helium nuclei. We do, however, have other resources.

During an interplanetary trip, there may be a breakdown in the systems for transforming hydrogen into helium and
capturing gamma rays. If this happens, we use solar energy. We put it through a carbon gas tube. This gas, in the
presence of a catalyst, unites with water, transforming into formaldehyde. We then oxidize this product, obtaining 
carbon gas and water once again. 7



In this 2nd process, solar energy is returned in the form of usable current, which is perfect for meeting our most 
immediate needs, since during interplanetary travel we do not need propulsive energy for the device. The laws of 
inertia guarantee acceleration until we reach the planet we aim for.

Q: So the whole device comes down to this?  A: The movement of the device, yes. We do, however, have 
multiple navigation instruments as you can see. It's the same as if one day you explained to someone how a jet 
plane moves. Naturally, it would explain that it suffers pressure at the rear, which propels it forward. It's true, but 
inside the plane there are many navigation aids. If I were to explain to you just our ethereal layer detection 
mechanism, we would be talking for about 3 hours. The instrument for interplanetary communications is also 
complex, although based on principles that you are tired of knowing, but do not apply.

The best things that can be done are still in the easiest questions in science. The secret is to keep your head in 
place, without the tension of tension. With a tensor you can explain a phenomenon, but not discover it. In science
we need to seek to discover, although everything is discovered. Including tensors in the calculation is just over-
complicating what is easy. What are you going to do with tensors, to demonstrate that you can produce a 
potential difference between atmospheric pressure and vacuum, and obtain an impulse? If you discovered it, 
there no longer needs to be any demonstration; the device itself demonstrates it; the rest is academic pedantry. 

However, earthly science, in order to maintain a monopoly for some, does not admit anything that does not have 
a mathematical demonstration. In a world where everything has yet to be done, this is killing research. Many 
brilliant ideas I guarantee were buried, just because whoever imagined them did not have the mathematical 
knowledge worthy of a demonstration. 

Q: We assumed until now that the disc simply canceled the gravity.  A: They assumed something that doesn’t 
exist. Gravity is nothing more than a misinterpretation of a set of phenomena. 

Q: How? Is there no gravity?  A: It doesn’t exist. What science calls gravity is a matter of differences in the 
density of bodies. Let's be clear: your cigarette smoke is heavier than atmospheric air. However, it rises. This is a 
consequence of the heat. This means that the difference in density was compensated by the temperature of the 
smoke. We therefore identified 2 factors that can influence the phenomenon: density and temperature. 

We can observe that a balloon filled with hydrogen gas rises, depending on the volume of the gas. The same 
happens with helium. This means that less dense bodies always tend to rise, in the same way that water and oil 
overlap due to density. If the body is less dense, there is no gravity preventing it from rising. While in air, due to its
low density, bodies fall quickly; in water, which is denser than air, they fall more slowly. 

The 3rd factor that influences gravity is the atmospheric and ethereal mass that surrounds the planet. But we can 
also frame it in the density factor. It is false, therefore, to attribute greater or lesser gravity to a planet if we do not 
know the thickness of its gaseous mass and the density of its atmosphere. 

On Saturn, for example, due to the absence of an atmosphere, gravity is considered zero. On Jupiter, with a very 
rarefied atmosphere, it is very different, with the initial acceleration being high, as a falling body soon collides with
the thin surface. On Mercury, however, whose ethereal height reaches more than 600,000 km, the atmospheric 
pressure is very high and the gravity huge. 

The 4th factor that influences gravity is the vertical component of magnetism. However, the attraction it exerts on a
body is, with a small difference, the same on any other body. Hence the same speed of fall in vacuum is 
observed. But this attraction is not due to mass, but because of the magnetism with which the entire body is 
endowed. Finally, we have the energy that presses the universe, and that penetrates the galaxy systems, which I 
told you about before. As a body cannot be pressed in all directions, because on one side the earth always stops 
the pressure, the body feels a difference in forces that act on it and falls to the Earth's surface. 

This tremendous universal pressure, which is the result of God's vibration over the infinite point of the universe, is
what maintains the atmosphere of the planets. If atmospheric pressure has the fabulous power that we use to 
move disks, and if the tendency of gases is to always expand indefinitely, the entire gaseous layer that surrounds 
a planet would expand into a vacuum, if there were no constant pressure to maintain it. When Newton saw the 
apple fall, he could not suspect that at that moment he was witnessing the effect of the divine presence in the 
universe. This is why we live and move in God. Gravity is, then, a set of phenomena, not an individualized force.

The spacecraft captain from Ganymede offered to inform Felix on antigravitic propulsion. His unrecorded 
explanation of a ‘bismuth system’ relates to special metamaterials composed of alternating microlayers of 
bismuth (Bi) and superconductor Mg57Zn2Al1 quasicrystal alloy for generating 2 counter-rotating EM fields.8 3



A very similar antigravity physics description was given by Dr. Salvatore Pais, involving the same double 
hull design described to Aladino Felix as cathode ray emitters in between the 2 walls of a resonator cavity 
formed by a double hull, just as reported by 1947 New Mexico UFO crash eyewitness Gerald Anderson. 

Bob Lazar gave a somewhat similar explanation much later in his 1989-90 presentations –yet completely 
omitting the most essential component, as did Dr. Pais. That ‘special sauce’ is formed in ultra-cold water 
vapor by the microwave-induced formation of hydrino condensate plasma within the hull resonator cavity.

The ET captain gave the concept for an electric generator driven by γ-ray emissions of metal nanoparticles
suspended in an acidic medium for production of γ-ray electrons, building charges on submerged plates:

“The only rational explanation is that the gamma ray, being electromagnetic in nature, was deformed for an 
instant near the nucleus, and thus deformation, the electron emerged, which is, therefore, a wave charge." 

Q: But if the gamma ray, becoming deformed, creates electrical energy, something must have come out of it, and 
its mass must have decreased.  A: The gamma ray lost nothing except acceleration. That is, it lost its frequency 
and its wave length, in part. It should be said, however, that if we could create obstacles to its passage, using 
nuclei, we would, by correspondence, create as many electrons as their frequency. By the way, this system is 
often used by us to obtain energy…

The simplicity of this system is ideal for developing experimental prototypes employing thorium (Th232) or 
other suitable elements. The Angatuba UFO captain gave Felix a surprising geometric definition of God; 
relating the Creator’s isotropic nature. The word ‘isotropic’ is an adjective used to describe: “(a property or 
phenomenon) that is measured at equal magnitude regardless of the direction of measurement”:
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A: In your skepticism there is truth. I would also never believe in a God submissive to things and the natural 
order. A law is nothing more than a convention, and always presupposes someone who legislated it. Now, the 
Creator is superior to the created thing, therefore he is the judge who judges the law. It is an arbitrary principle, 
when arbitrariness becomes necessary for the good of the law itself and of created things. But the Creation itself 
is already superior to the law, since a legal statute is intended to provide support. It is good for protecting the 
creature, but if instead of protecting it it becomes an opprobrium, the legislator has the power to modify it as he 
sees fit. God judges, and is not judged or subject to anything. 

I'm going to tell you what I think of God, giving him the easiest possible definition: “God is an isotropic straight line
parallel to himself and about himself vibrating at an angle of 90 degrees". It is like a system of axes, whose point 
of intersection of lines were everywhere at the same time. Therefore multiple in itself, because it contains 
‘dimensions’ –to use an earthly definition– that, contravaried, ‘n’ would be equal to infinity. Remember that this is 
an attempt to explain what in human language is inexplicable…

We say that God, being an isotropic straight line, is a system of axes, from which lines depart in infinite numbers, 
in all directions. Since the center of this axis is everywhere, we can consider the entire universe to be the center, 
and the lines of force, unable to propagate outside of God or move from the center, make Him an emanant figure.
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Therefore, if the lines do not go outside, they can only spread inside. As there is no interior or exterior –the entire 
universe being a center of lines of force– all the lines resulting from God's isotropism would be vibrating about 
one point. Let us therefore call the universe an infinite vibrant point. Now, the superimposition of lines of force on 
a point is deformed.

If the universe is well defined in this way, God is a vibrant charge on an infinite point, eternally deforming space, 
acting on nothingness, automatically creating energy and, therefore, matter –without God, nothing would exist.

Sacred physics knowledge shared by the captain was applied long ago in construction of the Atlantean 
pyramid network. The Angatuba UFO captain explained key details relating to the binary companion of our 
sun, also called the ‘embryonic sun’ in the 1968 UFO contacts from planet Koldas. Native cultures of the 
southwest US know it as ‘the Purifier’; a small red star that will appear all of a sudden to shine the purifying
red light of Talawva; commencing the time of the 5th Sun according to ancient Nahuatl prophecy keepers. 

Red light therapy has become know worldwide as an effective external epidermal healing modality with 
many benefits. Much less well known is the fact that the Siddha adepts of ancient India practiced an 
internal form of bhasma medicine emitting red light within the body’s cells to fuel enhanced mitochondrial 
function. For this reason, the powerful effects of red light emission from the binary companion star of our 
sun will dramatically increase the average lifespan of all human beings and animals of planet Earth:

Soon the Earthlings will have other problems to solve. If so far there is no solution to the 3-body problem, soon 
there will be greater difficulty with the inclusion of another sun in our system. Now there are 3; then there will be 
4 bodies, represented by the Earth, 2 suns and the magnetic center. 

Q: I don't quite understand what you are referring to. What other sun is this that will be part of our system?  
A: That's what I'm telling you: another sun will soon penetrate our planetary system, and we will have an enviable
system of double suns. In fact, this is one of the reasons why we are here, in addition to coming to prevent them. 
against the dangers to which they are exposed with the advent of the atomic and to come and greet them. 

Q: Yes, I want to know what dangers we are exposed to with the advent of the atomic age, but first it would be 
interesting to hear more about this new sun?  A: This body is a monster, which will soon be seen in the direction 
of Cancer, with the lights off. The light from a sun only starts to shine when it penetrates a secondary magnetic 
field like ours. Penetrating the system, it takes on a rotational movement, deforms the space and generates 
currents that give its shine. If it became luminous, its light would cause strong repulsion and it would be diverted 
from its route. Without shine, it suffers the pressure of our sun but its kinetic moment will guarantee penetration.11
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At first it will be a reddish light, then blue. After conquering the zone of the great planetary masses, it will have 
solar opposition in front, but in the rear it will have the weight of the great masses propelling it through a repulsive
action. The repulsion against the planets, from the rear, their shining light and the volume of their enormous mass
will make the current sun move from the vicinity of the magnetic center, placing it further away. Then the two suns
will demarcate their orbits, with the one with the greatest mass and least light being closest to the center.

Two suns in the system will create difficult problems. All planets will have their orbits modified. Mercury will fall in 
the area currently between Venus and Earth. Venus will go to the place that mediates between Earth and Mars. 
The Earth will feel the effect, before the new sun inserts itself in your definitive place. As this body begins to 
shine, the pressure of light will cause the Moon to move from its orbit and become a planet. With this displace-
ment, it will carry an amount of the Earth's ethereal mass, which will guarantee its movement stabilization. The 
Earth, in turn, under the combined pressure of 2 suns, will be located in the zone currently occupied by 
planetoids. In short, there will be a general displacement of all the bodies that populate our system.

Pluto will be thrown out, and will wander through space, until a welcoming breast picks him up. One of Mars' 
satellites will be ripped from its current position and projected into space. With a fairly dense mass, instead of 
being repelled, it will be attracted towards the interior. Its trajectory will be such that it would become Earth's 
satellite. It depends on the direction in which he makes contact with this planet. If this happens against the 
direction of the Earth's rotation, the shock caused by the encounter of its mass with the ether will tear it to 
pieces; If you are in favor, you will be connected to the planet. 

The Earth will not suffer from a shock, as its ethereal layer offers protection. According to our calculations, only a 
rain of stones will fall on the surface of this globe, mainly in the area comprising southern Europe, northern Africa,
Asia Minor, northern South America and southern North America. The impact will transform the current splendid 
Martian satellite into pieces weighing around 20 kg each, which will devastate the areas described above. 
Then everything returned to normal. We will have a new sky to travel in, and you a new land.

Q: When will that be? Would it still take a long time?  A: It will be very soon, at the end of this century. The Earth 
will begin its new millennium with a new source of light to illuminate its meadows. Many will disappear forever 
from the earthly scene, but a small flock will remain, obedient to God's laws, and there will no longer be the tears 
that exist here. There will be peace and abundance, justice and mercy.

Unjust souls will receive the punishment they deserve, and only the good will have shelter. On that day man will 
understand the triumph of the righteous, and will see why God did not punish immediately the bad ones. The 
Sun, which is to come, will be called the "Sun of Justice". His appearance in the heavens will be the precursor 
sign of the coming of the One which shines even brighter than the Sun itself. 12



Q: And what does the coming of the disks to Earth have to do with the new sun that will appear?  A: We have 
studied all the effects that its appearance will bring. If we were allowed, we could send, through appropriate 
devices, electromagnetic pulsations against it, and we would prevent its entry, causing its light to light up outside 
the system. But to avoid his Coming would be to want to oppose God's will and let injustice perpetuate here. 
Whoever has a clear conscience and is at peace with his Creator has nothing to fear. Let's let him come. 

We came for the purpose of studies and also to make a supreme appeal to man to avoid catastrophe and live in 
peace. The Earth is not the center of the planetary system, as previously thought, but it is the center of evil. If 
men became good, perhaps the Creator would have compassion. Avoid war, because it could happen that man 
destroys his planet with his own hands, thus preventing the forces of nature from doing so. It's not difficult to be 
good; it is enough not to do evil. The rest God will supply.

It was hard for us to learn the secrets of space. You would not have our difficulties if one day you travel through 
space, because we will tell you the dangers that can hinder the steps of the hasty traveler. Just listen to us, and 
Earthly pedagogy says that an individual who takes advantage of other people's experience is more intelligent 
than someone who reaches the same conclusion at the expense of their own experience.

Note that you threaten to dominate us and even destroy us, but we do not want your ruin. Quite the contrary, we 
would regret the failure of the land, as we regret many things you do. We want to see them like space knights 
maneuvering the reins of a fiery steed, or like fearless sailors sailing the turbulent waters of the cosmos.

Perhaps in this way they would understand the greatness of God's work, which distributed riches by the handful 
in all quadrants of the infinite, and see that there is no need to fight for land and living space. Fighting for vital 
space is revealing ignorance of the greatness of the universe; It's behaving like a turkey, which, enclosed in a 
symbolic circle, doesn't have enough reasoning to see that it's enough to take a step and gain space. And don't 
even live destroying the children of God, in wars of carnage, for miserable oil wells, which are nothing more than 
little holes made in the earth's surface. If you want energy, space sends it in all directions through cosmic rays. 

And as if they were dying of thirst, sailing on the river Amazon. Just lower the container and fill it as you wish. 
If you want to stop wars and live like rational creatures, we we will teach you how to collect energy — whether it 
is atomic, solar, magnetic, cosmic... Learn to be peaceful and merciful, and the other elder brothers of the system
will teach you how to do this in a garden more dazzling than those in fantasy tales. 

Do not believe that God made the world bad, because His desire is for everyone to be happy. He cannot be 
satisfied with anyone's suffering. Pain, physical or moral suffering, difficulties cannot elevate anyone, but only 
demonstrate the state of debasement of the senses in which man finds himself. If anything causes suffering, it is 
to produce revolt and blasphemies against the One who only does us uninterrupted good.

Everyone is responsible for the misery and opprobrium in which they find themselves. Let a man change his 
heart, make sincere intentions to be good and merciful, and he will immediately have a multitude of men at his 
side; brothers who will give help, not to mention the help and joy from above. Rest assured that the Father is 
better equipped to give than the son is to ask. 13
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If one day you tell others what I told you, tell them. that I personally and on behalf of the inhabitants of my planet, 
I assured that if one day any country or world abhors destruction, I, and with me thousands of other individuals, 
will come to give them material assistance and all moral support. If instead of a country it is a man, we will come 
to that man, and not a hair of his head will perish. It is that we do not rely only on our strengths, but on the main 
power of the universe, which always supports the efforts of creatures when they move towards good. 

Currently the great earthly powers are preparing to wage war. Within a few years they will have their swords 
filed to make a holocaust to their god Moloch, and a multitude of victims will suffer the effects of the commercial
interest of some potentates, who do not measure consequences to achieve their objectives, even at the 
expense of the lives of so many. 

We regret human blindness. They preach peace, and destroy the Earth; they speak of love, and execute the 
commandments of hate; They believe in progress, and debase their senses until they descend lower than the 
beasts. We have watched the earthly carnage for a long time, and we had hopes that man would one day 
understand God's work and repent. We await the transformation, but everything is useless. I know it's still 
useless for us to come and show them our presence and offer them help.

We fulfill an order, however, and let our hearts be satisfied in reaching out to others. You might wonder why I tell 
you our knowledge, without restrictions, and you can't find an explanation. It's just that what we have, we like to 
share with those who don't have it. We also do it like medicine given to a child. If it is bitter, put it in a sweet treat. 
With this scientific explanation we make a desperate appeal to them to unite in the great Christian ideal of 
fraternity and to abhor wars and preclude them forever.

It is a warning that we are willing to help you with all our resources, without charging anything other than the right 
to call you "friends", if the subservient people of your world will allow that. We are not interested in your planet’s 
raw materials, because we can obtain them by transformation at will. We want to come to Earth and we land in 
their cities, live with the people, enjoy their company.  

If we could not get down due to haste, we would greet you with a friendly bow of wings. And you would come to 
us, coexist and also live in our world, using everything we had, because in our society goods are priceless. The 
currency between us is fraternity. We do not negotiate with the goods that God gives us, but we put ourselves in 
the position of stewards. The hand is extended for a shake; we don't want to retract it empty. We intend to take 
with us the warmth of friendship. However, we will not accept for ourselves a fraternity that men do not use 
among themselves. Let us spare the crumbs, what is left of the human heart, when it vibrates with love for those 
who live in the same world with it. On the day that there are festivities of love in the world, we will accept what is 
left and what falls from the   table. 

Moloch owl, fire altar
 Bohemian Grove, US
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If the cause of wars is poverty, tell us and we will help you. It saddens me, however, to see that this is not the 
reason; because poor people rarely fight. Killing has become the prerogative of the strong, the rich, those who do
not need help and who even deny God and see no need for the divine presence in their lives. The abundance 
blinded them, their stomachs overcame their vision. Therefore, the struggle is the product of selfishness.

They also don't fight for principles, because a man of principles never fights. The great principles that guided the 
lives of many men on Earth and also guide the lives of other worlds, is the love of God and neighbor. If the  
greatest order to love even their enemies, there can be no other that justifies stealing the lives of the weakest, 
that orders the elimination of a people in order to have peace. Only one peace should exist: the peace of 
everyone's conscience.

The spacecraft captain’s statement “We are not interested in your planet’s raw materials, because we can 
obtain them by transformation” was not understood by Aladino Felix back in 1952, yet represents a direct 
reference to the technical process defined today as phonon resonance transmutation processes. Such 
amazingly accurate scientific discourses full of advanced aerospace engineering details that appear in 
Felix’s narrative could not possibly have been invented at that time in the early 1950s. The validity of the 
Felix case is also supported by his severe persecution, enforced by the fascist government of Brazil.

After incidentally becoming a Brazilian UFO contactee in 1952, Aladino Felix published his book ‘My 
Contact with Flying Discs’ under the alias ‘Dino Kraspedon’ in an attempt to avoid the strong social stigma 
associated with the phenomenon –and resulting perpetual ridicule. However, in 1968, during more than a 
decade of rampant state-sponsored terrorism by paramilitary groups in Brazil, government officials used 
the contrived events to falsely arrest Felix under a blanket charge of ‘suspicion of terrorism’.

This period of political incarceration was obviously implemented to curtail Felix’s dissemination of 
information obtained from UFO occupants, and lasted 3 years. In 1971 he was sentenced to an evaluation
period in a mental health ward before being released. He complied with the government mandated silence
on sharing his UFO-related experiences for many years until the political situation stabilized enough to 
permit him to safely give a TV interview in the 1990s. Aladino Felix died in 2004 in Uberaba, Brazil.

The area of Aladino’s initial UFO sighting of 5 discs over the Angatuba Plateau shows characteristics of an 
ancient Atlantean underground city now converted as a bases of operations by the Ganymede ET group. 

Aladino

 

Felix
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Angatuba Temple, near Angatuba, Brazil (23.5008637°S, 48.3393133°W, above), is located 6,428 miles 
from the Great Pyramid, representing 25.82% of Earth’s mean circumference (129/500). This distance reflects
the values of Fibonacci #240 (6,420.20… x 10-45) in miles, and Fibonacci #463 (25.81… x 10-95) in percent.
These geopositioning features are complimented by exact placement at 23.5° South latitude, for maximal 
reception of infrasound standing waves focused by the axis-symmetric structures of the Orion Pyramids.

The UFO contact case of Aladino Felix occurred in the immediate area near the point where the highway 
from the city of São Paulo climbs the Angatuba plateau, where 5 spacecraft were initially seen. Telepathic 
arrangements were made for a later face-to-face meeting with the captain at Felix’s home in Peirópolis.

In 1957, at the time of the Ganymede ET contacts, very little was known about the satellites of Jupiter. It 
would be decades after the passing of Aladino Felix that compelling data on the magnetic field strength of 
the large moon would emerge with the 2018 announcement of the discovery of ionized plasma formations 
called chorus waves that display a million-fold increase in power near the Jovian moon Ganymede:

[A]n international team of scientists report that the power of Jupiter’s electromagnetic ‘chorus waves’ is a million 
times more intense near the moon Ganymede, and 100 times more intense near the moon Europa than the 
average around Jupiter. These are the new results from a systematic study on Jupiter’s wave environment taken 
from the Galileo Probe spacecraft.

The new study will enhance scientists’ understanding of how Jupiter’s magnetic field interacts with its moons 
and with intense particle radiation. Chorus waves are special type of very low frequency plasma waves 
produced in space. They travel along the magnetic field down to the surface of the planets. When converted to 
audible sound waves, they sound remarkably like birdsong and for this reason they were named “Dawn Chorus” 
when they were first discovered at the Earth in the mid 20th century. 16



At the Earth, chorus waves play a major role in producing high-energy ‘killer’ electrons that can damage 
communications spacecraft. The new observations raise the question as to whether they can do the same at 
Jupiter. Lead author Dr Yuri Shprits of GFZ and the University of Potsdam said, “It’s a really surprising and 
puzzling observation showing that a moon with a magnetic field can create such a tremendous intensification in 
the power of waves.”

Professor Richard Horne leads the Space Weather research... [at the BAS.] He said, “Chorus waves have been 
detected in space around the Earth but they are nowhere near as strong as the waves at Jupiter.  Even if small 
portion of these waves escapes the immediate vicinity of Ganymede, they will be capable of accelerating 
particles to very high energies and ultimately producing very fast electrons inside Jupiter’s magnetic field”.

Unlike the Earth, Ganymede and Europa orbit inside the giant magnetic field of Jupiter and the authors believe 
this is one of the key factors powering the waves. Jupiter’s magnetic field is the largest in the solar system, and 
some 20,000 times stronger than the Earth’s…

Professor Horne continued, “Observations of Jupiter’s waves provides us unique opportunity to understand the 
fundamental processes that are relevant to laboratory plasmas and the quest for new energy sources, and 
processes of acceleration and loss around the planets in the solar system and in the distant corners of the 
Universe. Similar processes may occur in exoplanets orbiting other stars and the understanding obtained in this 
study may help us detect whether exoplanets have magnetic fields. This study will provide very important 
observational constraints for theoretical studies that will try to quantify the tremendous increase in wave power.17 9



The great significance of the chorus wave findings reported by the British Arctic Survey’s international 
research program has not been fully recognized. All of the scientists participating on the project have been 
kept entirely unaware of the presence of ET bases below Ganymede’s ice-covered surface that are 
responsible for the stupendous amplification of power. The magnetic field of Ganymede possesses a 
complex toroidal 3-dimensional structure that displays a strong resemblance to the anatomical structure of 
the human eye as seen from different perspectives (opposite, above). 

Ganymede is the largest satellite in the solar system with a diameter of 3,270 miles (5,268 km). It is larger 
than Mercury and Pluto, and 3/4 the size of Mars. If Ganymede orbited the Sun instead of orbiting Jupiter, it 
would easily be classified as a planet. However, its thick ice mantle is estimated to extend down to 500 
miles (800 km) in depth to the interface with the moon’s rocky interior core, which measures an estimated 
2,775 miles (4,465 km) in diameter.

The volcanically active, rocky silicate mantle of Ganymede has an estimated density of ~3.6 g/cm3, yet a 
small portion of metals in the lithosphere possesses a much higher density corresponding to superheavy 
elements. These metastable trans-uranic elements are used in the manufacture of resonant superalloys 
applied in the construction of a network of subterranean bases in a variety of strategic locations below the 
lunar ice shell. Extremely high EM field strengths and toroidal surface electron density patterns observed 
on Ganymede are the artificial products of high amplification by psychoacoustic driving of lunar resonance.18
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High-resolution imagery has enabled discoveries relating to the plasma dynamics of auroral formations in 
the polar regions of Jupiter. Auroral ‘footprints’ have been linked with immense plasma flows looping from 
Jupiter’s upper atmosphere along magnetic field lines directly linking each of the Jovian moons (above).

These significant discoveries concerning the extremely high EM field strengths of chorus waves enveloping 
Ganymede and corresponding auroral footprints in the aurora of Jupiter were made only recently, in 2004 
and 2018, by analysis of data obtained from during the 2004 Cassini and 1995 Galileo missions to Jupiter.

Certainly, none of these scientific details were known at the time of the 1952 ET contact case of Aladino 
Felix in Peirópolis, Brazil, yet provide unequivocal confirmation of the existence of networks of ET bases 
embedded below the interface of the ice strata with the rocky mantle of Ganymede. This advanced network
of subsurface ET installations embedded in Ganymede’s lithosphere are responsible for generating the 
high-intensity EM fields that are ~1,000,000 times greater than the average strength of Jupiter’s EM field.20
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Io is another moon of Jupiter (opposite) that is inhabited by subsurface ET bases exploiting the moon’s 
highly active volcanic systems for obtaining raw materials for all metallurgical applications using phonon 
transmutation alchemy processes. Similar to the design of domed cities situated below the ice-locked 
oceans of Ganymede, cities of Io are built in artificial caverns maintained with bright, cloudy atmospheres. 

UFO contact information from ET visitors from Ganymede was later published about a case on the coast of
Peru. José Rosciano-Holder (†1908-1992) wrote 2 books about ET contacts in Lima, using the pseudonym
‘Yosif Ibrahim’; entitled ‘I Visited Ganymede’ (1972) and ‘My Preparation for Ganymede’ (1975).

The 2nd of his books dealt with the extensive travels he 
undertook with his family that included underground journeys 
with monks through India and the foothills of the great 
Himalaya Mountain Range. José learned many truths that 
prepared him for the UFO contacts that were reported in his 
1st book. Rosciano-Holder’s informative books were reprinted
in Peru and Spain multiple times to fulfill great public interest.

José told his story from a 3rd person perspective, and gave 
inadequate descriptions of the journey by spacecraft, leading 
many to suspect that his information was actually the product
of channeling or meetings with a high-level source. Either 
scenario may explain the accuracy of the information given.

The curious fact that no name was given for the alleged ET 
contact person may be explained by information from the 
1952 UFO contact case of Aladino Felix in Angatuba, Brazil, 
which explained that ET visitors from Ganymede do not have 
conventional names as we are accustomed to, but instead 
have developed a telepathic system of visual symbols for 
designating individuals according to demonstrated aptitudes 
and deficiencies. The pictograms change as the beings grow.

Like the 1957 UFO contacts of Aladino Felix in Brazil, the 1974 publications of José Rosciano-Holder pre-
date the arrival of NASA space probes sent to collect data on the planet Jupiter and its moons. Ganymede 
was first documented at close range by instrumentation onboard Pioneer 10 space probe in December, 
1973, years after Rosciano-Holder’s contacts took place. José shared many details relating to origin of the 
advanced civilization on Ganymede, established following emergency evacuations from the ‘Yellow Planet’:

Many thousands of years ago, in our solar system there was another planet that revolved around the Sun 
between the orbits followed by Mars and Jupiter. Today, that band is occupied by the Asteroid Belt, known to 
astronomers as a wide debris trail of meteoric material found in that area, constantly rotating in the same orbit. 

Our scientists are well aware of its existence, and they know that it is made up of sidereal bodies of all sizes, from
simple cosmic dust to masses like that of the asteroid Ceres, whose diameter reaches 780 km. If we take into 
account that the aforementioned ‘belt’ extends, in the multiple sum of the orbits of all its countless planetoids, up 
to the respectable figure of about 250 million km wide, we can imagine the magnitude of bodies, or dispersed 
masses, that make it up. Astronomers already assume that they could be the remains of that missing planet... 
and here begins, in truth, the story they told me of such a wonderful story. 

Thousands, many thousands of years ago, I repeat, that planet [that became the asteroid belt], which we will call 
‘Yellow Planet’ because of the kind of light it gave off, was the home of a very ancient race, which in its long 
evolution of millennia had reached levels of culture similar to, or perhaps higher than, those we men are reaching 
on Earth. In those remote times, our planet was not yet inhabited by human beings. On the other hand, the men 
of the Yellow Planet had already mastered spaceflight…

Their science and technology allowed them, then, to begin the first expeditions to the other worlds of our solar 
system, and in that way, through many centuries they learned about the existence and characteristics of each 
and every one of the different planets of the solar system. 22
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What the men of Earth propose today, they had achieved when there was no men... In such advanced 
conditions they came to visit other stars, as we are doing today with the Moon. And their wisdom allowed them 
to discover in time the precursor symptoms of the destruction of their world. When the terrible cosmic cataclysm 
reduced that planet to the remains that today form the Asteroid Belt, many of them had already managed to 
establish themselves deep within one of the largest satellites of the twelve major moons that Jupiter has, 
baptized by our wise Galileo with the mythological name ‘Ganymede’.

And in that new world, in that new sphere, adapted little by little, the life and culture of that ancient civilization of 
supermen continued to progress and develop. But not everyone flew to Ganymede. It seems that some, perhaps 
the most reluctant to leave their world or perhaps the last fugitives of the disaster, reached Earth... 

Already, at that time humanity was beginning to flourish in these parts. The men descended from heaven were 
received as gods by the primitive tribes of those times, and their presence explains the mystery of so many 
mythological beings in the multitude of aboriginal legends in the most remote towns of this world…

This is the same former planet known today as the Asteroid Belt, which José Rosciano-Holder referred to 
as the ‘Yellow Planet’, and was later called ‘Malona’ by the Plejaren ET contacts of Billy Meier and by the 
name ‘Kantek’ by the Cassiopaea transmissions of Laura Knight-Jadczyk. The 6D Cassiopaea source 
provided a temporal period for the psychoacoustic explosion of planet Kantek at ~79,000 years ago.

Among many compelling descriptions offered by Rosciano-Holder are explanations regarding nuclear 
power sources used on Ganymede, demonstrating control over radioactivity and transmutation of metals:

Almost all the work there is indoors. Only when it comes to making or receiving trips do they require their diving 
suits to act abroad. And the work carried out by them, for the most part, is control and supervision of the 
equipment and machinery. Everything works automatically, and the forces used in the entire complex set of those 
mechanisms come from thermonuclear energy sources, combined with others, as already said, in which the 
mastery and use of gamma rays, cosmic rays, photons or light corpuscles, ions, sound and radiant vibrations of 
various types and an entire system much more advanced than ours for the use of an integral of protons, neutrons 
and electrons, in addition to new atomic corpuscles unknown to us... 

Pepe warned me that he could not know many of these scientific aspects in detail, because in that first stage of 
contact with the civilization of Ganymede he was only given very brief information. He understood that they 
wished to keep many of the secrets of their conquests and advancement in reserve, until he established himself 
definitively among them; but they had promised to teach him everything, once he was part of their world... 23
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However, with what was observed in that period, there is abundant study and comparison material for the wise 
men of our Earth. For example, it has already been said that, with regard to atomic and thermonuclear energies, 
in the fission or fusion of atoms, they have reached levels so superior to ours that the forces emanating from both
sources are used widely and permanently. in all the activities of daily life in that world, and in all the centers 
belonging to that race, such as in its spaceships and space bases. They have managed to dominate and control 
at will everything related to these forces, both in their positive and negative aspects.

 The problems of their production, control and use were solved since the remote times referred to in the oldest 
allusions that the history of our humanity preserves about them. Over the centuries they perfected methods and 
systems that allowed them to chain that universal source of energy under their hands, converting the gigantic 
force of the stars into a docile and obedient slave of their civilization…

It has already been said that radioactivity has been controlled and used by them in various ways. They have a 
material, metal, alloy, or whatever, that not only prevents the passage of radiation, but completely cancels it. 
Thin sheets of said material are enough to neutralize them, and in this way all the force-producing nuclei and 
any artifact, mechanism or environment that needs to be isolated are protected. In addition, the aforementioned 
material is relatively light and very versatile. It abounds in all facilities and even in accessories or outdoor work 
implements, it enters into the preparation of protective systems, when these, in some way, may be exposed to 
receiving the slightest radioactive proportion. 

If we add to all this that, in the thousands of years during which they take advantage of these forces, they 
discovered means and methods not yet imagined on Earth, we would not be surprised to know that they also 
obtain the same and better results in the entire line of production, with different raw materials. They no longer 
need primitive systems based on uranium or plutonium. They use several elements that are much more common 
and so abundant in the crust of most of the stars that surround us, that it can be said that they are inexhaustible 
and very cheap. Perhaps the cargoes like the ones Pepe saw transported in the spaceship that took him to 
Ganymede have something to do with this... 

And if we also take into account that they have come to master all thermal limitations, and reduce by minimizing 
the spaces required for the production and transformation of these types of energy, we will be able to better 
understand the prodigious coefficients achieved by their interplanetary ships and their space bases. Let us 
remember, in a small way, the great advance that the discovery and use of transistors has represented among us
in electronics, replacing the outdated and time-consuming vacuum tubes. 

Another detail… observed in the base, in the vehicles and, later, in the city..., was the lighting system… When I 
approached, on the outward journey, to the 19th space station, from afar I had the impression of seeing a 
spheroidal metallic structure shining strongly in the middle of the sidereal darkness. 

However, when one had arrived, one could see that it was a gigantic platform, with several floors, on which the 
various objects were evenly distributed  compartments that we have referred to before. What gave the sensation 
of a sphere were light vibrating arcs, made of material or substance that he could not specify, apparently not 
solid; but that they limited around the entire contour of the base, or rather, around its entire perimeter, an area of 
bluish light, soft to the retina but intense enough to keep the most remote corners of such a space perfectly 
illuminated, gigantic space artifact. And the same light was present in all the interior spaces. 

When I inquired about it, the information given in reply was sparse and conditioned on further teaching in his 
future stay in the ‘Kingdom of Munt’. However, I was able to understand the following: Interplanetary space is not 
absolutely empty. Nothingness, by definition, does not exist in the Universe. The unlimited spaces that separate 
constellations, galaxies and nebulae; quadrillions of kilometers that mediate between one another –apparently 
empty– contain, apart from imperceptible cosmic dust, a universal matrix substance or ‘primal matter’. 

The primal matter of which Rosciano-Holder speaks is none other than the hydrogen atom. Its primacy 
over all other elements of matter is plainly observable in its essential atomic structure, being composed of 
1 proton, 1 neutron and 1 electron. Free hydrogen atoms are dispersed throughout the virtual vacuum of 
space, and become the source of diffuse illumination around high-intensity EM fields as those established 
as a protective bubble encompassing the gigantic space station described by José.

His simplistic explanations of the advanced uses of radioactive metals for all power generation needs by 
the Ganymede high civilization corresponds to information leaked by many sources within US Department 
of Naval Intelligence black projects. Various former employees who worked in Nevada’s Area 51 facility at 
Groom Lake and Site-4 facility at Papoose Lake described radioactive disc hulls and thermionic reactors.2411



José describes superheavy element 140, known in CIA black projects and Star Trek lore as corbomite 
(Ct361), which possesses the highest atomic mass of all stable elements. Corbomite metal possesses a 
black coloration and is used in all Phoenix-class submarines to withstand deep sea pressures. These facts 
were exposed by former US Navy Captain and technical engineer Dr. Oscar Schneider and his son Dr. Phil
Schneider, a geology and explosives expert who was murdered for his public disclosures in January, 1996.

The integration of antigravity engineering concepts from genuine insider sources reveals transdimensional 
capabilities of spacecraft to pass directly through the thick ice layer of Ganymede to access bases below:

The moon Ganymede is located 10,070,000 km away. distance from Jupiter, rotating in a circular orbit around it 
equivalent to 7 days, 3 hours, 42 minutes and 32 seconds of ours, since the measurements of time there differ 
greatly from ours for obvious reasons. Furthermore, on that Jovian satellite –which rotates on an axis 
perpendicular to its orbit, always presenting the same face to the planet– day and night do not exist as on Earth.

This is because it receives light from 2 sources: on the one hand, it receives it from the Sun, which, even though 
it is less intense than us due to the greater distance, still arrives with sufficient volume of light and heat, vital 
energies that are increased by its wise inhabitants. On the other side it receives the light reflected by Jupiter, as if
from a gigantic mirror, which from Ganymede looks like a huge, flattened, luminous ball with stripes.

In such a way, what we know as ‘day’ lasts there almost four of our days; and what we call ‘night’, which in that 
star is the time spent traveling through the cone of shadow projected by Jupiter, that is, the rear part of the planet 
with respect to the Sun, is the balance of the period in which it makes its complete revolution according to what is
indicated above. This period of darkness, almost 3 ½ of our days, takes place within a regime of artificial lighting 
in all populated areas, as we will see as we progress. 

From everything we have just explained, we see that Ganymede is, really, a world of very marked contrasts; to a 
certain extent, a paradoxical world, in which there are such opposite environmental conditions, such antagonistic 
natural phenomena, in the midst of such a wild nature, that it could well be said that it is a world whose violent 
and explosive nature was dominated. by the intelligence of man, by transforming the negative into positive, the 
absurd into logical, the violent into docile... A world that shows us how it is possible to use even the most adverse 
conditions of existence, when you have wisdom and power necessary for this... 25
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A panoramic view of the great moon, which would allow us to see it closely in all its details, would show us the 
map of a deeply rugged surface. A topography quite similar to that shown to us by some mountainous regions of 
the Earth such as the imposing masses of the Himalayan Mountain Range. 

The surface of Ganymede is formed by an uninterrupted series of great mountain ranges that intertwine in all 
directions, raising to considerable heights their majestic peaks eternally covered by thick blankets of snow and 
ice. That white and icy drapery extends everywhere, through the abrupt tangle of that orogenic mosaic formed by 
the tremendous volcanic activity of the star. But, in the middle of that icy set of mountains, with its extensive 
system of glaciers and snowdrifts, are numerous and deep valleys in which the polychrome of the landscape 
ranges from the different shades of green, with blues and oranges. These tones are the result of vegetation and 
the activity of the life of its inhabitants; with their sparkling urban centers, all metallic in appearance, that project 
towards the heights as if they were multiple facets of a formidable jewel box of gigantic diamonds. 

Life on Ganymede extends through that mosaic of deep valleys, nestled between the networks of that swarm of 
solid mountains, among many of whose snowy peaks the vaporous plumes of multiple volcanoes can be 
distinguished. For men on Earth, a world with such volcanic proliferation would be catastrophic or, at the very 
least, terrifying. On the other hand, for the inhabitants of that great satellite of Jupiter, it is a blessing.

This race of supermen has known how to make the most of all natural resources, and has dominated the forces 
and energies contained in its star in such a way that the astonishing amount of volcanoes spread over the entire 
surface of the rocky, ice-covered mantle of Ganymede, in reality represent so many gigantic centers of force, in 
which their operation is controlled and regulated. All the physical and chemical elements that intervene in them 
are used in different ways, thus converting each volcano is a producing center of considerable benefits for the 
community that works and dominates it. It will not be surprising, therefore, to know that a good number of them 
were artificially ‘built’ or ‘manufactured’ over the course of many centuries. 

One of the main and most immediate advantages that they bring to humanity is the permanent use of water for 
the populations. This, at first glance, seems absurd. However, it is not. We must take into account what has 
already been explained regarding the very low temperatures prevailing in its atmosphere. Due to such frigid 
temperatures, there are no oceans or seas, nor large rivers in the inhabited regions of Ganymede.

The great extensions of terrain, generally mountainous, are covered by the ice mantle we referred to before, a 
frozen layer that in many places reaches several kilometers thick. If it were not for the intense volcanic activity 
manifested on the entire surface of the star, the beings that populate it would not have been able to survive there.

From the most remote times, when they colonized that great lunar body, at the end of life on their planet, their first
concern was to transform volcanoes into power plants and take advantage of the enormous amounts of thermal 
energy locked within, to ensure healthy temperatures and running water at the bottom of the deep valleys... One 
of the most notable contrasts that astonishes the visitor is the proliferation of so many fire mouths in the middle of
that frozen set of towering mountains, volcanoes that are nothing more than gigantic chimneys of the formidable 
power plants created by that race of supermen, in the rocky bowels of their astonishing world... 26



As time went by, they conquered and dominated the entire nature of the Jovian satellite. According to the tradition
narrated to my friend, when the time came to abandon, en masse, the Yellow Planet, due to the proximity of its 
imminent destruction, many valleys of Ganymede had already been transformed into truly habitable places.

It was the work of centuries, but that formidable race was able to know, long in advance, the cosmic cataclysm 
that was approaching, and move its inhabitants in time, settling in the new world they inhabit today. We have to 
remember that such migration took place more than ten thousand years ago. In such a long period of time, they 
continued to develop and adapt their new home, until achieving the wonderful results that our friend now sees 
when he arrives, for the first time, at that distant satellite of Jupiter. 

It has been said that the water and the ambient temperature in these valleys, where the towns are concentrated, 
come from the work carried out by each of these volcanic mouths. As Ganymede's men achieved knowledge and 
power over nature more than 10,000 years ago,... they possess the means, systems and equipment necessary to
achieve dominance of the inner forces of a planet, taking advantage of those forces and all the elements that 
generate them, in the diversity of purposes they intend to achieve.

That is why we see, upon reaching any of its valleys, lush and abundant vegetation, cultivated with the most 
advanced knowledge of a science and technique far superior to ours, and irrigated with a system of canals that 
distributes the waters of large reservoirs, true artificial lakes, maintained by crystalline slopes that come down 
the sides of each volcano.

These streams and small torrents are the result of the constant melting produced by the high temperatures 
generated in the underground depths and in the igneous masses of each one, a large part of whose thermal 
energy is applied through a network of tunnels to the lower part of the thick crusts of ice that surround the 
summits. It is a permanent process of production and recovery of liquid element –a complex process that, like 
everything on Ganymede, is regulated and controlled electronically. 27



The levels of large reservoirs cannot exceed certain limits, and their multiplication with respect to the multitude of 
valleys ensures a breadth of evaporation surfaces necessary for recovery, which are artificially maintained within 
perfectly calculated safety limits, which ensure the constant supply of pure water throughout that lunar world. 

Another curious aspect that is markedly different from Earth is the absolute absence of fauna on Ganymede. 
There are no animals there... There are only the mineral, vegetable and human, or superhuman kingdoms. This 
was explained to our friend by attributing it to the primitive environmental conditions of that star, which did not 
allow animal life before the arrival of its current inhabitants. And they did not consider it necessary or prudent to 
take animals with them, calculating the possibilities of existence of the first "colonies" in that new world that they 
were adapting to their own life demands. The flora, or plant kingdom, was transplanted from their planet of origin; 
all the species that they deemed appropriately acclimatized to propagate in the new home where they would stay.

Such a procedure, also, later influenced a series of modifications and differences with life on Earth. Among us, 
here, our existence would seem impossible, without the numerous zoological species, many of which are part of 
our daily life program. Animals constitute, for terrestrial humanity, vital links in countless aspects. But Ganymede's
men, for millennia, have known how to accommodate themselves so they would not be needed in any way. And in 
this aspect they have reached such extremes, or rather advances, as the absolute suppression of the micro-
organisms that cause most of our diseases. We will treat this very interesting facet of their civilization, that is, the 
preservation of health, and also the secret of longevity, in a special way in the next chapter. 

Many will think that in a world with such a large number of volcanoes, the atmosphere would be poisoned by 
gases; that the continuous deleterious emanations would make it unbreathable. This would be logical and 
possible on our planet with its current humanity. But in Ganymede it is another problem satisfactorily solved since
ancient times. It has been said, and is now repeated, that the control of volcanic activity and the use of all the 
forces and all the elements that intervene in it are absolute in that civilization.

Gases produced from such activity, which on Earth escape freely into our atmosphere, are absorbed [from 
Ganymede’s artificially maintained atmosphere] by a large and powerful system, which, like a tangled 
underground network of ventilation and drainage, removes, at different levels, in the heart of the mountain, the solid products, such as lava and ashes, from gases. 

These [solid and liquid volcanic products] are treated by mechanical and chemical means in large facilities, also 
underground, in which all substances, whether solid, liquid or gaseous, are used in their entirety. In this way, the 
only thing that escapes from the craters is water vapor that, when condensed by the low temperatures prevailing 
at the summits, falls on them in the form of snowflakes. 

And as for the raw materials that are obtained in this way, they are transformed into countless by-products that 
are later used by manufacturing industries, along with the derivatives obtained from the conversion of gases, 
within the same chemical process... [T]he telluric and seismic forces generated by volcanic activity of such 
magnitude [below the surface of Ganymede]… have been dominated by that amazing race of super-sages.

Rosciano-Holder’s identification of the former 5th planet as the ‘Yellow Planet’ relates to the hues of its 
atmosphere, linked with a diffuse auroral effect commonly called ‘air glow’ (opposite). Photons within the 
yellow frequency band are generated by ionic excitation of sodium (Na) atoms within lower stratospheric 
layers, resembling yellow auroral features periodically seen above the Earth’s surface at 57 miles (92 km).

The higher intensity and permanence of the yellow auroral glow of the former 5th planet were the result of 
psychoacoustic driving of the atmosphere, using the many monumental pyramid complexes that existed on
the various continents in a mandala distribution pattern conforming to the same system established here 
on Earth by the descendant Atlantean civilization approximately 79,000 years ago.

Accurate technical descriptions of volcanic facilities of the Kingdom of Munt given by José correspond to 
grand-scale reactors for resonant transmutation of metals for use in the manufacture of spacecraft alloys. 
His explanation regarding subterranean facilities that control volcanic gas and lava emissions below the ice
mantle of Ganymede inspired scriptwriters of the Star Trek series. Just a few years later, the ‘Star Fleet 
Medical Reference Manual’ (1977) identified topaline as a superheavy element mined on Ganymede:

Topaline (symbol To) is a chemical element, atomic number 117 on the periodic table. Topaline, in its most stable 
form, has an atomic mass of 306, and was discovered by the Humans for the first time on Ganymede in... 2021. 
This metal is part of the trans-uranic series of heavy elements. 28
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The scripting of technical information published in the 1977 Star Trek medical handbook on mining of 
exotic, superheavy elements on Ganymede was largely based on genuine UFO contact information shared
in the 1974 book by José Rosciano-Holder on the volcanic installations of the ET inhabitants of Ganymede.
Many similar examples have emerged during previous UFO contact case investigations by this author, 
revealing the decades-long orchestration of a cover-up of important scientific information imparted through 
ET contact cases by reframing the same specific details in sci-fi Hollywood film and television narratives.

The entire genres of ‘science-fiction’ and ‘superhero’ products have been mass marketed to small children 
worldwide in a concerted effort made by all corporate media outlets to undermine ET contact efforts. The 
goal of subliminal tactics such as these is to trick the subjects into dismissing reality as a childish fantasy. 
José gave solid descriptions of the highly advanced technological achievements of the cities of Ganymede:

The cities on Ganymede do not look like ours. The construction methods and materials used are different. It 
would have been a profound mistake for its inhabitants to design high buildings with many floors, using flimsy 
construction systems and materials, like ours, in a world constantly exposed to natural seismic movements in a 
celestial body of such tremendous magnitude of volcanic activity. Just as we, in our large cities, build upwards, 
they build downwards... 

They have several building models. But in general, multi-story buildings penetrate the ground, protruding above 
the surface one or two levels at most. Furthermore, all structures are designed in a cylindrical shape, each block 
or housing unit being embedded in the ground. No matter how large it is, it is in direct connection with its 
neighbors, which contributes to the greater overall solidity of the complex... 

[The permanence of their constructions reflects the fact that], firstly, they are beings who reach an average 
lifespan equivalent to several centuries of ours... Secondly, they live in a world in which they have had to 
continually dominate nature; in a world where the economic, social, political, religious and cultural conditions are
different from ours... They have created a world in which merchants do not exist; a world in which one no longer 
thinks about profits, but rather about guaranteeing the maximum well-being of every inhabitant of that world... They have created a world where work and its management reach forms and systems enormously superior toours. In this regard, dealing with the issue of construction, it should also be known that the machines used by 
them for such purposes are as powerful and versatile that the excavation of the largest terrain can be done by a 
single man, in a short time, and with just the control of an electronic command board... 

In this way, they can relegate the economic factor to the background, also taking into account that the entire 
economy of that world is directed and controlled by the State, as we will see later, and therefore what takes 
precedence in this case, as in all, is the maximum guarantee of each and every one of the beings that inhabit it, 
within... a perfect brotherhood and a regime of life that assures everyone a true integral happiness…

 It can be said that the majority of these housing complexes have what we call "roofs" or "roofs" in a slightly 
convex shape and free of obstacles. This is also due to two usefully calculated purposes: First, it represents the 
proliferation of multiple areas for the descent of aerial machines of different types and sizes, since the majority of 
the inhabitants may require them at any time, and in that way Urban transit, which for short distances is done on 
foot, is not hindered, as it is among us. For longer routes, anyone can have small individual teams that 

Adapting to the back, they allow personal flights of considerable range. Thus, in all cities, mobility is assured 
without hindering, in the slightest, the surface circulation of pedestrians, who can move freely along all the 
arteries and avenues, without the inconvenience and risks that we see today in almost all of them. the cities of 
the Earth. The other purpose we refer to when mentioning the upper form of the buildings is to allow the 
immediate elimination of rain or snow (the most common), which is liquefied by an automatic heating system as it
accumulates. The surfaces remain constantly clean, clear, without further work for the building's occupants, and 
can also continue to reflect the light rays of the two sidereal sources already mentioned, thus ensuring better 
general lighting of the urban environment.

 In this regard, it should be remembered what was explained at the beginning of the previous chapter. That in 
Ganymede the day lasts approximately four of our days, and the night, three. While this satellite travels around 
the back of Jupiter, its passage through the area called the planet's "shadow cone" lasts approximately three 
days and two to three hours of our time. During this period, all inhabited areas have the same artificial light 
system that we mentioned when dealing with the bases in space. This system of lighting is always present in all 
closed areas, along with another automatic lighting system, permanent control and regulation of the interior 
atmosphere of all rooms and buildings. Something similar, but more perfect, than our air conditioning systems.30



And when talking about environmental atmospheres, we must also explain that both in open places, such as 
urban circulation routes, and in all types of industrial facilities, generally underground, the most absolute purity 
reigns. There are no machines or vehicles that pollute the environment, because most of those used in what we 
would say minor transportation, are electrically and electronically powered.

They have come to develop new forms of electricity for us, and electromagnetic equipment of such power that –
we have already seen it in the case of their spaceships– they can cancel and control the forces of gravity and 
inertia. And as for all the machines, equipment or facilities powered by atomic, thermonuclear or other energies, 
as we said previously, they have the most perfect means and elements to guarantee the permanent and 
harmless use of all of them. 

Before finishing with the construction of buildings, their permanent safety and stability, in view of the volcanic and 
seismic conditions of the star, it should be known that the material used for the structures and in general for all 
types of walls, floors and roofs, is a plastic substance with a metallic appearance, light and resistant, with 
resistance comparable to the best of our steels, which is not altered by any of the reactions coming from the 
atmosphere or the different types of terrain in which it is  embedded, and of such solidity that it can resist the 
strongest seismic movements without breaking or losing its shape.

Furthermore, the construction system is by coupling prefabricated sections, which, when placed in place, they are
assembled with each other in such a way, through a special chemical process, that they become a single block, 
the same as if the entire building had come out of a mold. There are no joints, there are no ties; After being 
subjected to the indicated process, all the sections are united as if they had been fused together in a gigantic 
matrix. You can imagine the total solidity of the whole. 

But this is not the only way to prevent what, on Earth, causes such catastrophic effects. They also have a vast 
system for detecting and controlling the most imperceptible movements of the crust of their star. Such a system, 
widely distributed in the very bowels of the subsoil, constantly observes and verifies the development of the 
forces that can generate movements.

And if we take into account that these men have the 6th sense, that is, clairvoyance, we will not be surprised that 
they can know well in advance the causes that generate all kinds of alterations even in the most hidden places 
inside their world, being also able to apply in time, the formidable sources of force and energy dominated by 
them, in the places and moments that are necessary to stop a process, modify a certain tension, or neutralize in 
certain places dangerous indices of the continuous volcanic activity of their world... 31



It has been said previously that this race of supermen reaches an average lifespan equivalent to several 
centuries of our own. We will try to explain some aspects related to this point. Such prolonged longevity is due to 
a series of factors, many of which are still unknown to most men on Earth. It is logical that the greatest wisdom is 
the basis of all the others. Experience and study, through the thousands of centuries of existence of their 
civilization, give them perfect knowledge of the intimate relationships between their body and the entire nature 
that surrounds them. The functioning of your entire organism is known, in detail, even by children. 

This is, naturally, significantly influenced by the 6th sense to which we have referred many times. Clairvoyance, by
allowing us to see the most hidden planes of matter and, in addition, the levels of life superior to physical life, that
is, those corresponding to that plane of Nature that, on Earth, we have already begun to study and calculate. With
the name of ‘the 4th dimension’, it puts them in a position to see how all their vital processes develop, and if 
somewhere in their body the cause of an imbalance, a metabolic alteration or any other order is being generated. 

They can control, at all times, the functioning of their digestive, circulatory, and respiratory systems; of the 
wonderful network of the nervous system, or the smallest cells of the brain. Thus, from childhood they learn to 
know and personally control how, why and for what purpose all the parts, all the mechanisms of their body work, 
and they can, therefore, choose, wisely, the most appropriate substances prepared for their nourishment.
It follows from this that they lead a special lifestyle, a scientifically controlled and abstention from any dangerous 
or inappropriate element for the superior integral development of your entire being. Most of their food comes from
the plant kingdom; but they also use a series of chemical products of mineral origin that, together in balance, 
keep all the organs of the physical body in perfect condition, increasing their vitality and reinforcing to incredible 
limits the energy of their etheric-vital body, for the maximum capture of the energies coming from the cosmos... 

Thus they manage, for example, to keep the entire vascular system clean for centuries, avoiding the so common 
sclerosis that among us disastrously affects our veins and arteries and is, in reality, the main cause of old age. To 
do this, all adults, from an age equivalent to our forties, undergo a special treatment that consists of the 
administration of small doses of a compound produced from of herbal and mineral essences… [according to the 
same techniques known from ancient India as Ayurveda medicines.] 32



Through this treatment, [which is repeated as needed]…, the entire vascular system is completely ‘cleansed’ of 
impurities and the tissues that form these ducts, even in the capillaries, renew their elasticity and freshness. The 
aforementioned substance also contributes to kidney purification, preventing the formation of possible stones. 

It was also said, already, that on Ganymede many centuries ago ailments of microbial origin ceased to exist. For 
some millennia, all types of bacteria, viruses, or any other form of pathogenic germs had been completely 
eliminated. Therefore there are none of the diseases that exist there. They are common among us. And if we take
into account that food is wisely administered and controlled, as already explained, we come to understand how 
stable and perfect health can reach rates of up to 95% of the total population. 

The majority of cases, within the remaining 5%, are usually due to emergency situations, fortuitous accidents of 
an unforeseeable nature that generally require surgical treatments. And in this field, as in that of general 
medicine, they have achieved truly miraculous achievements. Suffice it to say that they can replace any organ in 
the body, not with substitutes discarded from corpses, as is beginning to be tested on Earth, but with new organs 
‘manufactured’ (perhaps the expression) based on a small portion, a minimal portion, of the same organ that 
requires replacement.

The highly detailed medical and technical capabilities of the subsurface inhabitants of Ganymede were 
published in 1975, at a time of very little awareness of such possibilities among the general population. 
While many astute observations and statements shared by José could have been products of his own 
learning from ancient sources of Eastern mysticism in India and Tibet, there are also a great number of 
accurate statements and advanced technical concepts that he could not have echoed from ancient texts.

Rosciano-Holder certainly drew on a great deal of scientific data on the Jovian moon Ganymede obtained 
from the Galileo satellite mission, although the brief account of the evacuation of Kantek (or the ‘Yellow 
Planet’) before its predicted destruction goes into a much deeper timeframe than he was aware, back to 
79,000 bp. The holistic framework of concepts shared by the Ganymede contactee leave no doubt that he 
had received information from higher sources, whether or not he actually traveled to Ganymede himself.3314



José gave a basic, traditional introduction to the life-extending capacity of the remedies of Ayurveda, being 
unaware of the γ-ray emission of potent metallic bhasma formulations of Siddha medicine revealed in full 
by this author in previous works. The enigmatic statement that “the functioning of your entire organism is 
known, in detail, even by children” represents a direct assertion that high knowledge of resonant atomic 
transmutation reactions occurring in human blood and skin is taught to school children on Ganymede.

Rosciano-Holder even identified many very important teachers recorded in the known history of humanity 
on Earth, many of whom are prior incarnations of this author, which include Ajax (later known as Hermes 
Trismegistus), Siddha Bokar (who many consider to be the individual known later as Lao-Tze), Zoroaster 
and Jesinavarah. In their works he recognizes the flow of spirit that reiterates from one life into another:

The absolute mastery of Matter and its intimate relationships with Energy, within the infinite limits of the Cosmos, 
can only be obtained by those who, through a long evolution, have reached the highest moral, intellectual and 
mental levels, in order not to make misuse, anywhere or in any way, of those aforementioned powers, which are 
implicit in each of the great truths hidden in the different levels, planes or dimensions into which the physical 
universe and its counterpart, or integral Cosmos, are divided.

Any person, with a certain culture, will have, at least, some notion or elementary knowledge of the existence of 
such schools, fraternities or orders, some better known; others truly so secret, that its existence has taken place, 
for centuries, within the hermetic limits of its disciplined members.

 Who has not heard of, for example, the Essene Brothers, from the time of Christ; of the Rosicrucians, or 
Rosicrucian Brotherhood; of the Zoroastrian Magi, in ancient Persia; of the Theosophical Societies or Schools; 
of the Eleusinian Mysteries, in ancient Greece; of the mysterious Lamaseries of Tibet and India; or the modern 
Universal Brotherhood of Aquarian Brothers or Order of Aquarius?... 

But will there be many who can know something positive about the Brothers of the Sphinx, of ancient Egypt, of 
the secret brotherhood of Ancient Nazarenes; of the hermetic Knights of the Round Table; or of the invisible 
Disciples of the Great White Lodge of the Himalayas...? 3415
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The 2 books of José Rosciano-Holder gained traction with readers in Spain and Peru with multiple editions
printed, reporting detailed information regarding emergency evacuation of the Yellow Planet by King Munt:

Humanity established on the satellite of the planet Jupiter known to us as Ganymede, calls its sidereal abode as
‘Kingdom of Munt’. We consider it interesting to know the origin of such a name, because it also contributes, in a 
certain way, to the knowledge of the past of that race and to the verification of its evolutionary development, 
which in some aspects we can compare with that of our humanity. 

The historical tradition of that civilization tells us that, more than 10,000 years ago, when the Yellow Planet still 
existed, which we have mentioned in other passages of this work, and that, when it disintegrated, it gave rise to 
the Asteroid Belt that today revolves around the Sun between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, the inhabitants of  that planet were divided between the domains of 2 great kingdoms, or empires, which in the course of time, after 
very remote stages in which they existed other state divisions, or nations, that in long periods of struggles and 
wars, came to be unified in those 2 great blocks or powers…

One of those great empires, the originator of the race that today resides in Ganymede, was governed then by a 
great king, named Munt, a man of exceptional wisdom and notable supraphysical powers, who was advised by a
council of wise and evolved teachers, imparting to his people a loving and patriarchal direction. Both kingdoms 
already lived within a balance of forces that resulted in a long period of peace and common understanding 
resulted, because they knew that their power and formidable means of attack would cause total annihilation in 
the problematic case of a clash between the 2. 

King Munt, who reached an existence equivalent to several centuries of ours, knew well in advance of the 
tremendous cosmic cataclysm that was brewing in the bowels of his planet.  Advised by the other wise men of his 
high Council, he verified on the physical plane and in the other supraphysical planes, the accuracy of his 
calculations and his assessments, managing to mathematically fix the dates on which the terrible phenomenon 
would take place. His extraordinary longevity, since he was still relatively young, allowed him to make all the 
plans and take all the necessary measures to evacuate the inhabitants of the Yellow Planet before the 
catastrophe. This was to occur a century later. 35
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Munt and his immediate collaborators had enough time to plan their evacuation. Among the worlds visited by 
them in our planetary system, the great satellite of Jupiter was chosen for its greater proximity, for the 
environmental conditions that are easy to accommodate and dominate, for the inexhaustible sources of strength 
and energy that the wisdom of these men discovered there. and, also, because it is completely uninhabited.

Compared to our planet, which is larger but much more distant, these two facets were decisive in the choice of a 
new world, a new home to establish themselves, in which their race could continue to develop with complete 
freedom and without the inconveniences, annoyances and risks of any order, especially in the field of supremacy 
of evolutionary levels. The greater distance and the existence on Earth at that time of a humanity, so primitive and
backward at all levels of Life, were of great importance for the final decision that made Ganymede the new home 
of that race. [Underground bases were also constructed on the volcanic moon Io in later times of expansion].

In the hundred years or so that Munt's men had at their disposal, intense work was done on preparations for the 
total evacuation. That wise king communicated all this to his reigning colleague in the other empire. Tradition 
does not explain the reasons that influenced the men of that other kingdom to ignore Munt's predictions. Perhaps 
a lesser wisdom that prevented them from verifying, for themselves, the veracity of the phenomena that were 
taking place in the bowels of the planet…

So, in that period of approximately one century, Munt and his people were establishing bases on the satellite of 
Jupiter; conditioning the first areas chosen for later establishment; building the numerous fleet of spaceships in 
which they would evacuate the people and all the implements and equipment necessary for the transfer of their 
civilization to the new world...

When the scheduled date approached, the majority was already working on it, patiently and disciplined. part of 
the inhabitants of the kingdom. Tradition tells that the wise Munt made several efforts to convince the rulers of the
neighboring town. In the century that had passed, many of the main leaders had died. Most of the advisors of that
country, and the king himself were newly appointed. The fraternal and wise intervention of Munt's envoys did not 
obtain greater credit. Thus came the moment when the last squadrons of spaceships left the Yellow Planet, 
leading out the wise king, all the high members of his government and the last settlers of his old homeland... 

Tradition says that, some time later no More than a month away from ours, some spaceships from the other 
empire had arrived. They led technicians and residents who had fled in terror, and who explained that gigantic 
upheavals were being produced on that planet –earthquakes and volcanic explosions never seen before; that 
terror dominated everywhere causing confusion and mass panic. Thus, one day they were able to contemplate, 
from their new world, how the brightness and magnitude of the distant planet increased immeasurably. 36
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The phenomenon increased, the flash grew bigger and bigger, it equaled that of the sun (a phenomenon known 
to our astronomers as a "supernova") and, shortly after, a dull rumble that came from space, like that of a moon, 
reached Jupiter's satellite. remote and extensive storm. The sidereal spectacle lasted two days. At the end of 
them, that unusual glow and those rumors ceased completely. The Yellow Planet had disappeared from the sky. 
The wise King Munt's prediction had just come true...

José also described the artificially controlled water cycle on the surface of the rocky mantle of Ganymede:

[A]ll the fresh water on Ganymede is distributed in the multitude of lagoons, lakes and reservoirs that exist in all
the valleys. Depending on the extension of each of these, the aquatic area is larger or smaller. Many of these 
lakes or lagoons were formed by the intelligent action of the inhabitants, over centuries, in their constant 
expansion across the entire surface of the satellite. When they reached it, as we have seen, they established 
the first bases in the valley that later became the seat of their capital, or ‘Mother City’ as they call it, and in the 
surrounding valleys. The ‘matrix’ valley is one of the most extensive and beautiful in the country. Surrounded by
very high mountains covered with perpetual snow and brilliant glaciers, among which eight majestic volcanoes 
raise their white plumes of vapor to the sky, usually blue and clear. 

The chronicles of the kingdom say that in its origin there were only five volcanoes; but that the remaining three 
were opened and "manufactured" by them, expressly, to relieve the strong internal pressure on the crust of that 
region and to increase the coefficients of forces, energies and materials that they obtained from them. The plain 
on which the city extends, quite large as it houses two million inhabitants, can be compared in panoramic beauty 
to some places in Switzerland or Tyrol. The urban area is surrounded by large cultivated fields and lush forests of 
species unknown on Earth, bordering a lake of crystalline waters fed by the mountain slopes. In the limits close to
the city you can see various facilities, resplendent like everything on Ganymede, which top a gigantic dam. 

We have said that there being no seas, navies could not exist. But in that placid and picturesque lake, as in all 
those of greater or lesser extent, there are different types of boats: large ones, with markedly elliptical lines and 
flat, convex decks and the same shiny finish like burnished silver that is seen everywhere; and other small ones, 
of various shapes, but of the same material as the large ones. They are cruise ships, the former collective and 
the smaller ones being family-run, for the solace and recreation of the residents who wish to do so. 

They are not used as a means of transportation because it is generally aerial, and to prevent the waters from 
being contaminated or dirty for this reason. Indeed, with the magnificent and powerful aerial machines they 
possess, all transportation of people and materials travels through the air. Ground transportation is only used 
between underground facilities. In such cases the propulsion is electric, but the equipment has reached truly 
wonderful limits in terms of space-weight-mass reduction and power multiplication… 37
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In all confines of the satellite there operates a gigantic network of communication by electromagnetic and light-
sound waves that reaches all homes, health centers, work, administrative and official offices, centers of culture, 
health, and recreation, without missing anywhere, which captures, transmits and reproduces what happens in the
most remote places of the kingdom. Thus, immediately, the entire population knows any news; nothing escapes 
the multiple eyes and ears of that service-system, free like all the others.

 

The remarkably advanced social and technological achievements of the Kingdom of Munt reflect balanced 
co-development of high material knowledge with high spiritual knowledge; directing tech applications for 
the collective benefit of humanity. The spiritual mission of Munt is linked with Earth’s ascension process:

It is interesting to see that the religion of the supermen who inhabit Ganymede is, in essence, the same doctrine 
of Love and Brotherhood that the Sublime Master Jesus the Christ preached two thousand years ago on the 
banks of the Jordan. All the fundamental teachings of early Christianity and many of the esoteric practices 
customary in the initial period of the life of the first Christians are found in the fundamental basis of the religious 
structure of that Kingdom of Munt. And for greater abundance, it is worth noting the amazing coincidence of the 
way in which Ganymede calls the central figure or Divine Character around which the entire cult revolves. They 
call him with the deepest respect and veneration: "The Sublime Master, God of Love and Forgiveness, Path of 
Light, Truth and Life."

All the substantial lessons of the Christic doctrine are present, unmistakably, in the basic doctrine of the Munt 
religion… And so it has been proven, since the remote times of the Yellow Planet of origin, the evolutionary 
process and its immediate instrument, reincarnation. This great truth, without which the variety of states, forms 
and levels of life from the lowest to the highest, throughout the Universe, has no logic or explanation, was also 
taught on Earth by Christ...! Let's take the Bible. In the Gospel of Saint Matthew, chapter 11, verses 13 to 15, 
the Lord speaking with his disciples about the mission of John the Baptist, says: "For all the prophets and the 
law prophesied until John. And if you want to receive, he is that Elijah who was to come. He who has ears to 
hear, let him hear"... 

Later, in the same gospel, chap. 17, verses 10 to 13, repeats: "Then his disciples asked him, saying, Why then do
the scribes say that Elijah must come first?  And Jesus answering said to them, Indeed, Elijah will come first, and 
"He will restore all things. But I tell you that Elijah has come and they did not know him; but they did in him 
whatever they wanted; even so the Son of Man will also suffer from them. The disciples then understood that he 
spoke to them about John the Baptist."...

In the Gospel of Saint Mark, cap. 9, verses 10 to 13, speaking about the resurrection of the dead, we read: "And 
they held the word in itself, arguing, what that would be: To rise from the dead. And they asked him, saying: 
“What do the scribes say, that Elijah must come first?" And He answered and said to them, “Elijah indeed, coming
before, will restore all things: and as it is written of the Son of Man, that He should suffer many things and be 
counted for nothing. However, I tell you that Elijah has already come, and they did to him whatever they wanted, 
just as it is written about him"... 

In the Gospel of Saint John, chapter 3, verses 1 to 7 we read one of the clearest references: "And there was a 
man of the Pharisees, whose name was Nicodemus, prince of the Jews. This man came to Jesus by night, and 
said to him, Rabbi, we know that you have come from God as a teacher; for no one can do these signs that you are doing if God were not with him. Jesus replied, “Very truly, I say to you, unless a man is born again, he cannot 
see the Kingdom of God.”

Nicodemus says to him, “How can a man be born again? being old? Can he enter again into his mother's womb 
and be born?" Jesus answered: “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a person is born of water and the Spirit, he 
cannot enter the Kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is 
spirit. Do not marvel that I told you: You must be born again.”…

Thus, it confirms the need to be reborn in a physical body, or flesh, and with its corresponding ego, that is, the 
spirit… Can there be a more concrete, direct and objective statement about the Law of Reincarnation?…

[T]he Apocalypse, transcribed by Saint John, was revealed to the visionary disciple, on the island of Patmos. And 
that tremendous prophecy, which is already being fulfilled, will end very soon in the next 30 years; and in it, too, is
indicated the mission that, by designs of the kingdom of the Golden Light, the spaceships of the Kingdom of Munt
begin to fulfill, with their continuous visits to Earth. There are very few years until all of our humanity 
contemplates, absorbed, the arrival of numerous squads that will bring the supermen of that race, in the 
performance of the apocalyptic mission to which they have been designated,... which has the most intimate 
relationship with the Final Judgment promised by the Savior. 38
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Cogent explanations offered by emissaries of the Kingdom of Munt, through contacts with José Rosciano-
Holder, draw connections between apocalyptic changes on Earth and the reincarnation of the Great 
Teacher. Information was also shared on the Great Flood and the 2nd phase of the Atlantean civilization:

Many surface portions, in different places of the globe, sank, being invaded by the waters that formed new seas. 
And others, until then submerged, emerged. Of this geology preserves an abundance of evidence, and many 
men of science, and even simple individuals, have had the opportunity to see and study the extensive fields 
covered with marine debris in different elevated places of our current continents. On many peaks of the Andes 
Mountains; in the Altiplano of Peru and Bolivia, at more than four thousand meters high; In various places in the 
Himalayas, between five and seven thousand meters above sea level and even in the heart of the current 
Sahara Desert, abundant shell sediments and all kinds of marine remains are found that prove how, in truth, 
they were seabeds. disappeared seas. 

The second race, that is, the red one, was of extraterrestrial origin. To be more specific, it was Venusian. At the 
dawn of the new era, which began for us exactly 28,760 years ago, many of the inhabitants of the planet Venus 
were transported, in different groups and in a period of more or less a hundred years, by spaceships from the 
Yellow Planet… 

The chronicles of the Kingdom of Munt narrate that in those remote years terrifying disorders were brewing on 
Venus, catastrophic mutations and environmental changes that would lead to the total extinction of life on that 
star. And that by express mandate of the sublime ruling beings of the Kingdom of Golden Light, they had to 
intervene to save humanity from that planet. It was not a humanity as advanced as theirs.
 

But they already had a fairly high level of civilization. It was not an easy task to make them understand so 
extraordinary mission, and overcome the fear that his presence inspired in the majority, descending in fire 
machines from the entirely cloudy skies of Venus. But the wisest could understand them and realize the danger. 

Thus, in groups, they were transported to Earth, where they settled, mainly, on the great continent they called 
‘Land of Mu’, the famous Atlantis of the Egyptians and Plato. Over the centuries, in a period of more or less ten 
thousand years, that powerful and wise race had developed the great Atlantean civilization, centralizing its power 
in an extensive continent in which ten kingdoms were based, like the most ancient Egyptian traditions. and 
Mayans remind us. And in these traditions the history of that people who came down from the heavens, which 
they also knew as the ‘Country of Mu’, was preserved until the most recent times.

The existence of Atlantis, so discussed until today, has left deep marks on the vast majority of the ancient 
peoples of our planet. It would be very long, and outside the topic of this work, to attempt to explain the multitude 
of evidence of all kinds that support its powerful influence in the world of the past. All the religions of that stage of 
evolution of our humanity; the customs, rituals, traditions of many peoples, especially in the 3 Americas; many of 
the milestones of civilization in the early Greeks, Phoenicians and Etruscans; even the current inhabitants of 
North Africa remember the Atlantean influence in their origins.

Insights shared by Rosciano-Holder in 1974 have been overwhelmingly confirmed by over 2 decades of 
research by this author in Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and the US, including many years of prospecting for 
Atlantean structures, conducting field excavations, drafting architectural reconstructions and crucial paleo-
linguistic studies. These self-directed research projects have been carried out under extreme conditions of 
government interference, suppression and criminal fraud from every level of government in each country.

Despite government counter-intelligence operations to obfuscate truths transmitted through UFO contacts, 
a clear message has been sent. Among many important disclosures, José also explained that after the 
Prophets Henoch and Elijah had completed their work on Earth that was recorded in the Bible, they had 
lived out the rest of their long lives on Ganymede, among the advanced society of the Kingdom of Munt:

Not only Moses had the privilege of knowing the wonderful world organized on the satellite of Jupiter. Many of 
the great figures representative of the cultural, moral and religious advancement of humanity on Earth had that 
opportunity, at different times and places. The list is very long, since it is distributed among all people of Earth.

To detail each and every case, we would need to occupy a special volume, as extensive as this book in its 
entirety. Maybe we can do it over time. More now, we must focus on the development of the main theme that 
motivates this work, which in reality, becomes an extraordinary message due to the historical and apocalyptic 
moment in which our society finds itself. 39
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Among the many names that we could cite from that long list, we will mention Imhotep, Henoch and Elijah, the 
Lord Buddha, Zoroaster, Lao-Tse and Confucius. Imhotep, whom we refer to when discussing the history of 
Egypt, was the wise builder of the Great Pyramid of Cheops. 

Imhotep was a Brother of the Sphinx and his admirable wisdom, demonstrated by the wonders of that ancient 
stone monument, had objective confirmation and reinforcement on several secret visits to the Kingdom of Munt. 
He lived for more than 250 years and his death was somewhat of a mystery, because of his being such a notable 
character and no one knew until today where he was buried. The truth is that at the end of his mission on Earth 
they took him to Ganymede.

The prophets Enoch and Elijah, so mentioned in the Old Testament, were also taken to the Kingdom of Munt, as 
confirmed in the biblical texts when they narrate that "they were taken to heaven in chariots of fire." 

As for the Lord Buddha, that is, Prince Siddharta Gautama, or Sakya-Muni as he was also called, founder of 
Buddhism, he is such a well-known figure in history that we avoid giving further personal references. But in the 
Kingdom of Munt there is evidence that such a character visited his world, taken to study and verify the great 
cosmic and eternal truths that, later, were the basis of his elevated doctrine, so similar in essence, elevation and 
purity, to the later teachings of Christ. 

The grandiose figure of Zoroaster, or Zarathustra, author of the set of sacred books known as Send-Avesta, 
fundamental pillars of the Mazdaist religion of ancient Persia, the most elevated and noble for its high morality, for
the depth and wisdom of its basic concepts regarding the symbolic or allegorical interpretation of the great cosmic
truths, has a close relationship fundamental with them essential principles that we find in the Mosaic religion, in 
Buddhism and in primitive and substantial Christianity. 

Although the clothing that each of these great religions display in myths and ceremonies may be different, due to 
the distances that separate them in time and environments of development, such differences reveal to the 
impartial analyst that they are the exclusive product of the intervention of men and women according to the 
customs of each place and time. But their essence is the same, which logically proves the uniformity of origin.40



And if the comparison is carried to that other great doctrine constituted by the set of teachings of the Chinese 
philosopher Lao-Tzu, better known in the West by the Latin derivation of the name ‘Confucius’…, we end up in 
the surprising analogy of the fundamental principles of morality, of encouragement to virtue, to purity of thought 
and conduct, to the most beautiful and noblest, most fraternal and elevated practices for the treatment and 
mutual coexistence between all of humanity. All this, deep down, is nothing other than what has already been 
described... about the culture and religion that reign on Ganymede.

It is not strange, therefore, that the supermen of the Kingdom of Munt have claimed to be intermediaries in 
charge (at different times, in different places and for different peoples on Earth) of facilitating the dissemination of 
the spiritual doctrines and teachings emanating from that Sublime Kingdom of the Golden Light, from those Great
Spirits governed directly by the Supreme King of the Sun whom we call on Earth the Christ figure... 

In... explaining the details of the transcendental Mission that now, after long centuries, motivates its return to our 
world, we will have the opportunity to expand concepts and opinions about all these points. It only remains for us 
to deal in this with another very important visit, carried out almost 2,000 years ago, and which, in truth, was due 
to the preliminary preparations of the Great Current Mission.  

The fundamental unity of spiritual teachings among the various religious doctrines of humanity given by 
Rosciano-Holder correspond closely to the more ancient teachings of the Sons of the Law of One, from 
Atlantis. In his writings, José accidentally confused the 2 Biblical figures named ‘Enoch’. Prophet Enoch 
who was taken to Ganymede was the son of Jared, not the son of Cain as he mistakenly suggested:

There are two people in the Bible named Enoch. One was the son of Cain and his story is told in Genesis, 
chapter 4. The other Enoch was the son of Jared and the father of Methuselah.

Enoch, son of Jared, lived for 365 years and his story is told in Genesis, chapter 5. This Enoch is described as a 
faithful person: "After he became the father of Methuselah, Enoch walked faithfully with God 300 years and had 
other sons and daughters." (Genesis 5:22).

Enoch did not experience death but was taken by God from this world: "Enoch walked faithfully with God; then 
he was no more, because God took him away." (Genesis 5:24).

In the New Testament book of Hebrews, more details are given about Enoch. By faith Enoch was taken from this 
life, so that he did not experience death: "He could not be found, because God had taken him away." For before 
he was taken, he was commended as one who pleased God. (Hebrews 11:5). Enoch is 1 of 2 people in the Bible 
who did not leave this world by dying but instead were taken directly by God. The other is the prophet Elijah.

Despite the necessary clarification that the Biblical Prophet Enoch (or ‘Henoch’) was actually the son of 
Jared, Rosciano-Holder’s information coincides with other high-level sources in drawing connections 
between the unified source of the spiritual teachings of various sages in Aramaia, Persia, India and China 
and the fundamental teachings expressed in transcendent words of wisdom and love spoken by Christ.41
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José’s description of the Great Mission of Christ and its support by the inhabitants of the subsurface cities 
of Ganymede aligns closely with the information shared with Aladino Felix in Brazil in 1957. Further truths 
were shared by Rosciano-Holder pertaining to the complete restoration of planet Earth that is destined to 
occur with the coming transition to a higher state of planetary and cosmic resonance; a Golden Age:

It will be then that the most important parts of the Great Mission that our Elder Brothers of the Kingdom of Munt 
have begun to execute will be carried out. Once the cataclysms and all the formidable transformations have 
passed, our planet will continue for some time to affirm and stabilize its new topography. And in order for it to be 
inhabited again, all causes of disturbance that prevent the flourishing of new life on its soil will have to disappear.

Before their total extermination was assured, all those wise people who, through the great power of clairvoyance 
of the 6th sense of the men of Munt, foresaw the danger and saved themselves by transfer to their new kingdom...
The [psychic vision of the] 6th sense allows the UFO crew members to appreciate the brilliant luminosity of the 
auras from their flying machines, through any wall, ceiling, or whatever.

That is why they have been and are constantly visiting all the population centers of this world. They do not need 
to make landings except when they are going to pick up someone, because from above they know very well 
where each of the holders of "the white garments of the Kingdom" are. And when the right time for the trip 
approaches, each of them already knows, arranged in advance, that they will come to pick them up... 

And the preparation they receive on Ganymede will enable them to be, later, upon their return to this world, the 
progenitors of the New Race, the effective founders of the New Era… That is why it is necessary that they be 
transferred in a physical body as men, women and children, so that they are conditioned in the Kingdom of Munt 
to likeness of their teachers from that world, can reach several centuries of existence and procreate, on the new 
Earth, children with the 6th sense and with an education similar to that obtained in that kingdom of supermen. 

As long as our countrymen are thus prepared to fulfill such a beautiful destiny, the men of Munt will work for a 
long time on the reconditioning of the Earth, in order to make it habitable again. Their science and technique will 
allow them to completely eliminate radioactivity and the remains of radioactive isotopes that remained throughout 
the planet as a consequence of the war madness of extinct humanity. The new continents will be planted with 
seeds brought from your world to spread new flora everywhere. All dangerous or negative germs that could 
threaten the perfect initiation of a new humanity will be eliminated from this world, thus ensuring the existence of 
the new settlers in a world like theirs, free of diseases... 

And when conditions allow, they will bring back all the children of this world who were saved from disaster. A new 
civilization will begin to flourish here, in the image and likeness of the Kingdom of Munt, based on the men and 
women who were "saved" for being worthy precursors of that New World that will be built on Earth, under the 
wise and loving direction of the Sublime Intelligences of the Kingdom of the Golden Light, and with the fraternal 
cooperation of their Brothers of Ganymede... 

A new kingdom of peace and harmony, of Light, Love and Truth will have been born on the Earth of so. And the 
last parts of the Apocalypse will have had their most faithful realization, since with the changes suffered even the 
climate will have been modified, since by changing the position of the axis of rotation, and the geographic and 
magnetic poles will be completely modified, our planet will enjoy favorable conditions and a different environment. 

The crude and marked meteorological phenomena will have been replaced by a perpetual spring in all regions of 
the globe and a new permanent light that will fill even the most remote and closed spaces will have replaced the 
variant light of the Sun... This will be fulfilled, also, those verses 4-5 of chapter 22, which says: "And they will see 
His face: and His name will be on their foreheads."

"And there will be no more night; and it has no need of the light of a torch, nor of the light of the Sun: for the Lord 
God will give them light; and they will reign forever and ever." This last prophecy also leads us to the latest 
explanations that our Brothers from Ganymede gave us to complete this message to the reader.

 In the course of the entire work the Kingdom of Christ has been mentioned as the Kingdom of the Golden Light. 
Until now, it was understood as referring exclusively to the Sun... but the last prophecy indicated in the Biblical 
Apocalypse opens up a new question for us. And that question joins the question that many, the most observant, 
will have asked themselves: If we have thought that the Sublime Spirit of Christ was King of the Sun, how could 
we explain the mystery that his dominion also extended to Hercolubus [–the brown dwarf companion star of our 
sun]… And what meaning would the last prophecy mentioned have, in that they will no longer need the light of the
Sun [because of receiving illumination of a secondary source]?... 42



As for another question related to the sidereal reaches of the Cosmic Kingdom of Christ, we were given this 
enigmatic answer:… "Can you deny that the Sublime Kingdom of the Golden Light surpasses the small limits of 
the family of stars that you call ‘solar system’, and that the celestial empire of Our Lord and Master, God of Love 
and Forgiveness, Path of Light, Truth and Life, also reaches, the limits of that great stellar family that your 
scientists named after a horned animal...? You just wait, by coming to live among us [on Ganymede], you will 
learn all this and much more... 

Given such a response, all comments are unnecessary. It only remains for us to say that the Promise of Christ, 
when fully fulfilled on the Earth already purified forever, will give to that great legion of spirits that were 
considered ‘His Sheep’, the kingdom we all long for. 

Because as they are reborn in the bodies procreated by the ‘elect’, they will be supermen like their Ganymede 
brothers. They will build a new civilization, educated and guided by them, according to the molds of the Kingdom 
of Munt, and they will already live in a world that, illuminated by the Golden Light, that light that the last verses of 
the Apocalypse call "the Light of God", that will illuminate to the depths of the souls, it will be the material and 
moral expression of the sweet and pleasant paradise, without evil, pain or death, that the Sublime Master 
preached, 2 thousand years before, on the banks of the Jordan...

The confluence of highly accurate spiritual information and astronomical data shared by José Rosciano-
Holder stands up to scientific scrutiny in our present time; addressing the fundamental changes that are 
rapidly unfolding in the very pattern of events foretold in the Bible. His direct association of extraordinary 
solar events described in the Book of Revelation coinciding with the reincarnation of the Christ Teacher 
reflect high knowledge of the Great Mission gained from elevated sources through a series of lessons.

The involvement of a brown dwarf binary companion of our sun in the process of planetary ascension was 
accurately given, using the name ‘Hercolubus’ for the invisible twin as given in prior UFO contact cases. 

The righteous words of José Holder have been shared widely among the Spanish, Mexican and Peruvian 
UFO communities, yet has remained largely unaccessible for the English-speaking audience until the 
present time. The religious implications of this form of Christian visionary messages have not been 
promoted in the international UFO community, but instead have been completely silenced and disregarded.

Publications on the subject of UFO contact cases from Latin American countries have been disseminated 
in English-language translations on a limited basis, while American audiences are simply not informed of 
events taking place anywhere south of the Mexican border. UFO conferences present a highly selective 
group of Spanish-speaking UFO contact cases for the purpose of concealing prior, genuine contact cases.43
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This fact becomes apparent after reviewing the actual content of widely promoted UFO contact cases like 
those of Sixto Paz-Wells. Sixto’s father, Carlos Paz García, was an astronomer and scientific adviser of the
Peruvian Air Force who established the first official UFO study group in Peru. Carlos had befriended José 
Rosciano-Holder in the 1960s and his son’s New Age books have been used to replace José’s prior work:

Joaquin: From [Ganymede]... in contact with you. As you well know, throughout the centuries some people from 
your planet have been invited to accompany us outside your world... [A]ll of them have remained with us since 
then or have returned to incarnate on Earth because this is their evolutionary school, or because their mission 
required it, as is the case of Enoch and Elijah. 

Q: Why were Enoch and Elijah taken from our planet?  A: There is a Cosmic Plan that has focused its attention 
on several civilizations and on several planets, which are potentially capable of making extraordinary 
evolutionary leaps, transforming over time into master of the masters. One of those selected worlds is the Earth, 
and therefore, to the extent that some beings stand out from the common people for their greater sensitivity and 
commitment, they are invited to strengthen ties even more with the planetary instructors by visiting the ships and
nearby bases, being able to sense our intentions up close and returning immediately. 

But in the case of Enoch and Elijah, they were people who were very advanced in many aspects for their time;a product of this special planet, so it was thought to build on the basis that they left, the terrestrial colony that 
currently brings together more than 12 thousand people on the moons of Jupiter. Their bodies remain today in 
the Confraternity city of Morlen, as an important part of the history of the colony.

Clearly, Sixto Paz-Wells has lifted significant content from José’s books, with added contentious nonsense 
like becoming “master of the masters”. Details regarding the preserved bodies of Enoch and Elijah were 
not original, and were attributed to a false place name that is inconsistent with the actual source of the 
material. Sixto gave the fake name ‘Morlen’ for the Jovian moon Ganymede, not the ‘Kingdom of Munt’ as 
identified by Rosciano-Holder. Much false information has been disseminated through the books of Sixto 
Paz Wells, as acknowledged by Swiss UFO contactee Eduard Meier and his Plejaren ET visitors.

According to the Plejaren ET group, Sixto Paz-Wells has been abducted by a malevolent Orion ET faction
under the leadership of ‘Astar Sheran’, known as the Bafath, also called the ‘Giza Intelligences’ for their 
former occupation of the underground city below the Orion Pyramid Complex. Sixto’s UFO contacts are 
real, but he has been fed a bunch of New Age garbage about strict vegetarianism and manifesting cesium
crystals. On February 1, 2020, Yaya Beach near Chilca, Peru was brightly illuminated by 2 ET spacecraft:

Disc-shaped spacecraft
Chila, Peru - Sixto Paz-Wells
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Yaya Beach is situated near the small desert town of Chilca, Peru, some 38 miles south of the nation’s 
capital of Lima. On February 1, 2020, a group of over 100 beachgoers were fortunate to view a brightly 
illuminated UFO hovering just above the waves off Yaya Point, less than 2,400’ (730 m) from the beach. 
Videos of the close-range, nighttime mass UFO sighting are among the clearest ever taken (above).

Many observers on the beach can be seen interacting with the diamond-shaped craft. At one point, a man 
directs the beam of a green laser pointer directly at the craft, still hovering above the waves –which then 
suddenly responds by illuminating itself with an emission of high-intensity white light that reflects brilliantly 
off the rolling waves and white surf. The whole area is bathed in white light for seconds before dimming.

Video of a brightly glowing disc-shaped spacecraft was captured by Suzanne Benoit, the partner of this 
author, hovering above our home on the sacred mountain overlooking La Maná, Ecuador in 2010.   The  
video file was monitored by the CIA, who remotely ‘kill-switched’ the camera to block further recordings.

Luminous UFO mass sighting
Yaya Beach, Peru - Feb 1, 2020 452526



Yaya underground ET base, embedded below Yaya Point near Chilca, Peru (12.55115°S, 76.72788°W, 
above), is located 7,713 miles from the Great Pyramid, comprising 30.99% of Earth’s mean circumference 
(31/100). This resonant distance interval also corresponds to the value of Fibonacci #360 (7,692.46... x 10-71) 
in miles, and Fibonacci #138 (30.96… x 10-27) in percent. These features of the site maximize reception of 
infrasound standing wave resonance focused by axis-symmetric structures of the Orion Pyramid Complex.

The natural granodiorite plateau overlooks the Pacific coastline of present-day Peru, having been reworked 
in layered geopolymer granodiorite during the Atlantean Period. The subterranean city has long since been 
modified and occupied by benevolent extraterrestrial civilization that has maintained contacts with many 
humans in Peru and elsewhere on Earth. José Rosciano-Holder was living in Monterrico, a southern district 
of the capital city of Lima, which is situated about 37 miles (60 km) north of the Yaya ET base near Chilca. 

The ancient votive name ’Yaya’ is a double expression of the spiritual term ‘ya’ for “initiation”, meaning 
“Commencing! Commencing!”. The ancient archeological site situated atop the Yaya Cliffs is called ‘Lapa 
Lapa’; a repeating exclamatory phrase formed by a pair of Paleo-Sanskrit hieroglyphs, reading:  la pa , 
meaning “Beholding (the) Lord! Beholding (the) Lord!”. This name preserves a direct and unmistakable 
reference to the regular sightings of brilliantly illuminated spacecraft above the sacred ET contact location.

The very similar format of the names ‘Yaya’ and ‘Lapa Lapa’ leave no doubt that the experiences for which 
this site is known left eyewitnesses in a state of total bewilderment and dismay –and confirming beyond any 
doubt that this exact site has been the locus of close contacts with the glowing craft of ET visitors, just as 
related by modern-day contactees and participants in multiple mass UFO sighting events at Yaya Beach.46



UFO sighting location

Yaya Beach, Peru

Lapa Lapa, Inka site

Yaya Point, Peru
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The remnants of ancient geopolymer granodiorite structures at the summit of the Yaya Point plateau have 
been rearranged in more recent times. A large square enclosure has been formed by 4-5’ (<1.5 m) walls of 
stacked stone debris, now surrounding a pair of simple, circular alignments of unevenly-shaped stones 
(overleaf). Spectacular views of the ocean beaches and sky are taken in from his large theater, which was 
built atop the intact foundations of an Atlantean temple of Oz, with several layers of stonework still visible.

The square layout of the walled enclosure, with a circle at its center (opposite) represents an Ohum votive 
ligature, reading:  Indra • , meaning “Jupiter, the One”; praising beneficial infrasonic resonance of the one-
eyed planet. The high status of Jupiter among Atlantean groups may also reflect their knowledge of the ET 
subsurface cities of Ganymede, sheltered within the powerful EM umbrella of the giant gaseous planet.

Ancient votive place names of sites associated with ET contacts with subsurface inhabitants of Ganymede,
known as the ‘Kingdom of Munt’, offer succinct translations when the Schildmann decipherment is applied:

Munt Mu n t “Mu: (the) essential protection”
Henoch h en o ch “(The) imperceptible That, oh, promising”
Yaya ya ya “Commencing, commencing!”
Lapa Lapa la pa la pa “Beholding (the) Lord! Beholding (the) Lord!”

Linguistic terms encrypted in sacred names reveal unrecognized Atlantean and exoplanetary connections. 
Special information channeled by José Rosciano-Holder included a significant clue that was not correctly 
interpreted at that time, and has gone completely unacknowledged until the present writing. In the final 
paragraphs of the book ‘I Visited Ganymede’, Holder emphasized a statement made by his ET informant:

"Can you deny that the Sublime Kingdom of the Golden Light surpasses the small limits of the family of stars that 
you call your ‘solar system’, and that the celestial empire of Our Lord and Master, God of Love and Forgiveness, 
Path of Light, Truth and Life, also reaches, the limits of that great stellar family that your scientists named after a 
horned animal...?"

This clear statement includes an unmistakable reference to the Hyades star cluster in Taurus Constellation,
in the center of which is Alpha Tauri; a red giant star named Aldebaran that is part of a binary star system 
estimated at 65 ly distance from Earth. Holder mistook this hint as a reference to the Pleiades star cluster.4827



The Aldebaran star system has long been associated with psychic material channeled by Maria Oršić(b. 1895) and her group of female psychics who formed the Vril Society. The ideological founding of the  Nazi movement expressed the beliefs of the Vril Society and Thule Society, who succeeded in establishing 
direct telepathic contact with an underground race of Aryans descended from the Atlantean civilization and 
claiming an exoplanetary origin in the Aldebaran star system, in the Hyades cluster of Taurus (below).

Information provided during the post-World War 2 period, through verified UFO contactees including 
Andreas Heinisch and Aladino Felix, solidly confirm the astonishing information obtained by Nazi German 
psychic medium Marija Oršić. Oršić was born in Zagreb, Croatia not far from the town of Smiljan where 
Nikola Tesla was raised, suggesting they may have shared ancestry belonging to the same haplotype. 

The name ‘Vril’ first appeared 
in an 1871 science-fiction novel
by Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton 
entitled ‘Vril: The Power of the 
Coming Race’. The protagonist 
becomes separated from his 
spelunking group by a fatal 
accident leaving stranded far 
below. He eventually makes 
contact with a subterranean 
humanoid race called ‘Vril-ya’,  
with far superior mental and 
technical capabilities, including 
teleportation, antigravity and 
space travel. Before returning 
the trapped caver safely to the 
surface, he learned that their 
high capabilities were enabled 
by Vril elixir; a glowing fluid 
radiating an all-penetrating 
energy that could be used for 
illumination and healing, or for 
destructive purposes. The 
author Bulwer-Lytton drew 
heavily on Rosicrucian and 
Masonic lore relating to secret 
knowledge of subterranean 
cities inhabited by survivors of 
the lost civilization of Atlantis 
described by Plato and others.

The Vril novel was released 25 years prior to the discovery of nuclear radioactivity –long before the general
public knew anything about radium (Ra) or atomic radiation sources. The present work confirms the ‘Vril’ 
elixir is a form of γ-ray-activated bhasma developed by ancient Siddha yogis of India, inducing biophotonic 
healing and rejuvenation. Nuclear radiation is also used as a power source for Atlantean antigravitic craft.

Occult knowledge relating to such topics represented one of the innermost teachings of the Rosicrucian 
Order, known for their development of transmutation alchemy in Czechia prior to the Renaissance Period. 
These advances were facilitated by the availability of radium, extracted from uranium mines in that region.

In 1921, the ‘Vril Society’ was formed in Germany by Marija Oršić and several other female mediums who 
grew their hair long to enhance receptivity to thought-wave transmissions. The psychic group began trance
channeling during seances and soon engaged in a dialog with a subterranean ET group descended from 
the Atlantean civilization, claiming an exoplanetary origin in the Aldebaran star system of Taurus (above).49



Maria Oršić and the other Vril Society mediums were among Nazi groups who escaped by submarine to 
Camp Hero at Montauk, New York in May,1945, receiving protection through Project Paperclip in exchange
for technical drawings and specifications for antigravity disc craft under construction by Nazi engineers. A 
2010 deathbed confession made by James Quinn ‘Parquay’ Wilson (1931-2012) revealed the American 
cover identity of Oršić, who took the surname ‘Stilts’ in 1945. She settled in New Jersey, married and gave 
birth to a daughter named ‘Yolanta Stilts’ (later ‘Yolanta Rizvani-Raffa’). Maria Oršić died in the mid-1980s.

Related information on ET visitors from Aldebaran emerged in a 1957 UFO contact in the East German 
town of Baldereck, on the Baltic Sea island of Rügen. At the young age of 15, Andreas Heinisch (b. 1942) 
witnessed UFO activity in the sky, and later made a surprising encounter with a giant ET man and woman. 

After overcoming his fright and communicating with the 
visitors, Andreas agreed to their invitation to take a 3-day
journey aboard their spacecraft and learn information 
concerning the off-world origins of humanity on Earth. 
During his journey, Andreas met ETs from multiple allied 
humanoid species and was informed on a great number 
of subjects, including the details of ancient stellar 
migrations from the Aldebaran system that eventually 
colonized the former 5th planet of our solar system that 
now constitutes the Asteroid Belt. 

At the time of the ET contacts of Andreas Heinisch (at 
left), he was living under fascist dictatorship in East 
Germany and did not publish the account of his cosmic 
experiences until much later, with the help of American 
UFO researcher Wendelle Stevens. A long narrative of 
events was published in 2000 using the alias ‘Martin 
Wiesengrün’ for purposes of anonymity. Exceptional 
experiences that took place in his adolescence would 
negatively affect his family relationships in the aftermath
of his voluntary journey. The giant ET humanoids from 
exoplanet Arian took him on a 3-day cosmic journey 
lasting from July 23-26, 1957. During his extraordinary 
adventure he traveled on a disc craft and subsequently 
transferred to a 2,680’- (820 m)-long research craft. 

The informative journey to the Arian research vessel taken by Andreas included lessons on the history of 
written scripts and ancient human origins on Earth, shown on large holographic displays. He also met 
different ET humanoid species of the ship’s crew belonging to a collective of planetary civilizations from the
Aldebaran binary star system. Andreas met representatives from several of these groups, including 7’-tall 
white-skinned giants with 4 fingers from planet Arian; a 6.5’ blue-skinned species with 5 fingers on their 
hands (origin unknown); and another species distinguished by very short forearms and powerful hands.

Andreas was also introduced to dwarf ET humanoids, including a 5’ white-skinned species with expressive 
vocal barking from planet Uru; a couple of 5’ gray- and yellow-skinned scientists from planet Gne; and a 
5.5’ white-skinned dwarf representative with a full-body covering of fine brown hairs from planet Pal.

Planet Arian was identified as the large 4th planet in the Aldebaran system; while Uru was given as the 2nd 
planet orbiting the same star, inhabited by populations in subsurface bases maintained in vast artificial 
caverns below the planet’s scorching surface. Planet Arian is a green homeworld with surface-dwelling 
populations, with the north pole pointing directly at the orange-red giant star Aldebaran. Arian has vast 
liquid oceans like Earth, but which comprise a smaller portion to the planet’s mass than those of Earth.

Positions of other planets belonging to the Aldebaran collective, including Pal and Gne, were not specified,
and may orbit a binary companion of Aldebaran or another nearby star. Heinisch recounts his encounter:50

 Andreas HeinischBalderek, Germany



Not more than 2 steps had I gone forward, when suspiciously I gazed around my position. Suddenly I saw in the 
bushes a weak reddish blinking light. I stopped breathlessly. The fear my whole body was experiencing as my 
heart was beating faster and faster, and my blood raced through my veins. My forehead was sweating. I stood 
there and looked toward this blinking light.

After 3-5 minutes somebody pushed the bushes aside. My bones were shaking and I thought I might sink into the
ground. All of a sudden the dream was coming back to me clearly, and two beings with helmets appeared on the 
edge of the forest. Exactly as in the dream, there stood 2 beings with helmets in this old place, and they stood 
there and did not move in front of the bushes. 

In comparison to their heights of 2.2 m and 2.3 m, I appeared as 
a dwarf, a midget. The smaller being took a step toward me and 
took its helmet off. Copper-brown skin appeared and long brown 
hair fell down to its shoulders. 

This being must have noticed the plight I was in, because it looked
into my eyes very steadily and very penetratingly. Gradually my 
fear feelings subsided and my abused nerves calmed down and I 
was capable and able to concentrate again, normally, only now I 
noticed these 2 strangers completely. They both had silver shining, 
closely fitted space suits on, of a coverall type. Their helmets were 
shining like chrome, and the helmets had visors, like in the old 
middle ages, with colored glass as a part of the helmet, and it 
protruded slightly. On top of the space suit one could see an 
elastic double ring that connected it to the helmet. From the wrist 
of their hands to above their shoulder, alongside the arms, was a 
few centimeters thick hose that was tied on to the arms. 

In that old farmstead setting the smaller one stepped toward me. 
She had long coffee-brown hair that came down to her shoulders. 
She had very well trimmed long narrow brown eyebrows and 
reddish eyes. She was very gracious and had the ability to 
penetrate my brain and to rearrange my brain and thoughts. She 
could implant those thoughts as she desired. And on her hands, 
you could find on each of her hands only four fingers. Her height 
I estimated to be about 2.2 m.

There was a container about 20 x 60 cm on her back. That container had a small hose running underneath her 
shoulder, and from there along the side of her body and down to her legs. At the height of her breast on the left 
and right sides were big pockets with some instruments. From her shoulder to her upper thigh there was fastened
this ‘zipper’ thing. The zipper could tighten the pockets and would close her space suit.

At the height of her upper thigh was a box, and inside the box was an object that resembled a double injector or 
aerosol that was to protect her from stray insects. That being held this aerosol container with the double injector 
in her left hand. On the right, at the height of the breast on both beings, shined in bright yellow color a rectangular
symbol or sign with stars that was designed in the form of a narrow, reversed “Z”. That sign seemed to have a 
special significance. 

Now the picture of the man that was 2.3 m-tall (about 7’), standing in that old farmstead, who stood in front of me.
His head in comparison to his body height was way too small. Even though the size of the body instilled fear in 
me initially, it emanated goodness and kindness, and peace from it. It had a roundish face with heavy eyebrows 
that nearly met over the dark shining slanted eyes, and what was very noticeable was an incredibly big nose. The
skin color was slightly brown. He resembled a middle European at most. 

With curiosity I looked at this strange luminous flying apparatus. Right on top as seen from the front was a 
blinking reddish light, on the side a yellow one and a green kind of position light. While they were blinking there 
was a constant change of color on the machine. 

Approximately 20 m from the woods, to the left, right and behind, were 3 m long thick landing supports to facilitate
movement of the flight object on the ground. These wheels looked like wrought iron. On the right side of this flight
apparatus, near the landing gear, and very much up front were the entry steps and the entry port. A black ladder 
could be seen extending to the ground from this entry. The diameter of this flight machine was 50-60 m... 51



The machine was of triangular construction with heavy rounded wingtips that extended far behind, all the way 
back. And that is why this flight body was able to move and start so easily. The wing ends, tips if you want to call 
them that, reached an approximate width of 3 m. They were roundish and strongly shaped, and were connected 
to the cabin without any seam or joint into the rest of the cabin. There was a further light weight black metal frame
fastened all around the machine. 

On the front or bow end of this machine one could see 3 openings in the middle, 4-5 m or more in length each, 
one on top of another, of the same material as the black wrought iron looking frame. The upper curves of the 
machine blended dynamically. The oval ‘bull eye’ windows of the cabin had the same color as the outside skin, 
and one so that it could match the color and temperature changes of the rest of the craft. One had to look closely 
to distinguish them. But from within the ship you had a guaranteed full clear view of the Universe. The entire 
height of the flight machine, from the bottom to the top of the cabin was about 8-10 m, because I could still see 
the crown of the tall poplar trees behind the landed craft. 

After some time, I stood again between the extraterrestrial beings, and that big giant laid one of his huge hands 
on my small shoulder and motioned more than once with the other hand, toward the entry ladder. And while he 
did that he was mumbling something that I could not understand. Here is a drawing of that machine… He 
motioned me into the flight machine, to enter. A very uncomfortable unusual feeling came over me. Obviously this
female being, the fairy-like female being noticed this and she looked at me in a friendly way and nodded 
graciously more than once with her head. She repeated the same invitation to enter the machine as the tall being.

“Go”, she said, “We have promised you.” I was wondering, hesitantly, I was wondering within. How does this 
being know what I was feeling? I felt as if somebody tore all my fearful feelings out of me. Gone they were… I 
was by now getting more courageous. My steps became more animated and I ran the few meters to the entry 
ladder, and with the lightness of my young body ,  I  quickly  climbed  the  ladder  and  entered  the  craft.  

Momentarily, as I tried to grab hold of the ladder, a small coffee-brown hand grabbed me and pushed me up the 
ladder and into the ship. In a few seconds I stood on the floor in the interior of the flight object, and these beings 
were speaking in a high pitched fast singing-like voice, and they caressed my cheeks, probably in a form of 
welcome greeting in their own manner. But I could not understand anything.

Suddenly, I heard a quiet metallic ‘click’. The entry steps were now withdrawn and locked. I found myself in a big 
45 x 50 m2 room, that was illuminated from within, like in a summer evening. In a half circle I could see a curved 
full packed control panel. In front of this control stood six rotating light brown seats…

The Commandant (whom I have sketched) of this small spaceship was a smaller female being. Her skin color 
was lighter than the one from the first meeting. Her slender face had especially prominent cheekbones, and small
lips with a normally large or long nose, dark shiny eyes and long shimmering reddish-brown hair that reached to 
her shoulders. Her face seems oval in general shape. She emanated an impression of adventure, of being a 
daredevil kind of person. She was a little smaller at about 1.2 m-tall. As I turned around all beings had no outside 
habits on, no spacesuits. I was very carefully analyzing –looking at them all. 

Only now I began to feel like I was an intruder. Only now was I able to fully realize that these beings were actually

three women and two men. My ‘fairy’ was actually 2.2 m in height (6’ 10”), I estimated both the other women at 

1.9 m and 2 m. The tallness of their bodies was impressive. The smaller woman was slight of stature. She had a 
light skin color and oval shaped face, and high cheekbones, slanted eyes and bushy eyebrows that were still 
more slanted. Under her long straight nose was a small well formed mouth with small lips. Because of her 
reddish-brown shimmering hair that fell to her shoulders, she appeared very daring, like a pirate almost. 

The skin of the bigger of her 2 male colleagues was a stark blue. He had around his mongoloid face, black crinkly
hair and a broad nose and somewhat sensual lips. Also he had five fingers on his hands. A great respect entered 
me as I looked at his not so gigantically built shorter male companion.

This being had a lighter skin color and middle European facial features. He was moving his strong hands with 5 
equally long fingers, but his brown forearms were much shorter than or own –the movements which struck me as 
being somewhat comical. Even though all the beings were very tall, almost like giants, I no longer felt any fear in 
their nearness, because they looked so similar to us Earth human beings, and that factor had calmed me down. 

My ‘fairy’ lady, the giant that took care of me from the beginning, took my hand and guided me into a circular 4 m2 
room. In that small spaced room was a third woman. This woman had a roundish face with Negroid lips, but a 
normal Mongol eyed face form. Her skin had a bluish shimmer to it. The hair was deep black and crinkly. She had
five fingers on her hand. I estimated her height at about 2 m in stature. 5228



The compelling account of the Arian spacecraft and its crew given by Andreas surpasses any published 
material from before that time, and stands up well to scrutiny. His ease of communication with the female 
Arian visitor named Dagolo suggests that he may have a familiarity with her that extends into past lives. 
Once the spacecraft was in spaceflight, the nearly 7’-tall giant woman offered Andreas a full introduction:

“Dagolo is my name. ‘Da-go-lo’” she introduced herself, but she pronounced it ‘da’ as we speak in goal, and she 
squeezed the ‘a’ out of her throat, and both forms she pronounced through her nose, as if she had a cold. It was 
very strange, very unusual, very different, but I still could understand her quite well. Yes, her strange 
pronunciation I enjoyed, as it was quite pleasing to me. 

“I am 1,230 years old, according to Earth time, but I am 61 years old by Arian time. I come from the planet Arian, 
from the star constellation of  Aldebaran. Here it is pronounced ‘Al-de-bar-own’. The planet Arian and the Earth 
are 59 light years apart, distant from each other. Arian is the 4th planet from its sun has less water than Earth. Still 
Arian resembles Earth very much, but far fewer beings live on Arian than on Earth.”

“The Arians normally live a lifespan of 235 Arian years, which is thousands of your Earth years.” Imagine, if 61 
Arian years is 1,230 Earth Years, 1 Arian year equals 20.18 Earth years times 235 Arian years average age, 
equals 4,742 equivalent Earth years average age of an Arian being. 

“We are distant foreign relatives of the Earth humans. And we visit your planet from time to time. I am trained as 
an anthropologist, psychologist, biologist, geneticist and gene specialist, and a language scientist for Intergalactic
languages. I involve myself in my research for the development of the male or masculine beings for our galaxy. 
So for now we will leave it at that. For me, I will just be ‘Dagolo’, and you will be for me, ‘Andreas’. Shall we just 
leave it at that? Are you in agreement?” 

“Yes, Dagolo.” As I spoke and pronounced her name she turned her face toward me with a sort of a smile. 
Probably my way of speaking was just as strange and unusual for her. But she explained to me that the 
Commandant of the flight object that is on its way, the Zubringer ship, is also from the planet Arian, but that 
she comes from the North side which is very much warmer than the South side.

Specifications given by Dagolo for the timecycles of Aldebaran and her home planet of Arian do not match 
data compiled by astronomers on Earth, and deserve consideration in future analyses of that star system. 
The temperature differential from one side of the planet to the other indicates Arian’s north polar axis faces 
its star. In his recapitulation, Andreas also gave a description of his interactions with a Gnesian couple:

Behind the last pillar as we turned to the left and entered a large round room 
about 80-100 m2 in area, we could see; in the middle of this huge room stood a 
black table in a triangular form and 4 seats. Someone had already served the 
table and on it were mostly vegetarian menu dishes. I noticed many unknown 
fruits and vegetable varieties as well as potatoes, beans, corn, melons and 
pears. The eating utensils were made out of a shining metal and were barely 
different in form to the eating utensils we humans use at home on Earth. 

Just as we entered and sat down at the table, 2 new guests arrived; a 1.2 m-tall 
woman and a 1.5 m-tall man. The skin color of the woman was a yellowish hue 
and her wavy hair fell down to her shoulders. She also had a face distinguished 
by high cheekbones and very sensual thick lips, a pointed chin and a small 
round nose like a ball. Underneath this nose was a small oval opening. She had 
dark shiny slanted eyes with small eyebrows. As she walked her hips graciously 
swung side to side, like a model. She was a beautiful being. 

When the man entered with that beautiful being, even though small of stature, 
he made a remarkable impression. His skin color had a light gray shine to it. He
had no hair on his head, but his features looked European. Both beings wore 
very tight fitting brown suits that were darker from the waist down, and on both 
pant legs I observed a 5 cm-wide yellow stripe running down the outside. 

Both of these beings had an insignia in a star formation on a small patch on their
flight suits, with a symbol like a stylized and reversed letter ‘Z’ visible on the right 
breast pocket. One star stood out in the insignia to indicate from which home 
star they came. Their home star was 3 stars above that of Dagolo’s [at left].

Arian insignia patch
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The background of the insignia patch worn by each of the crew members presents a field of stars formed 
by asterisk ligatures, reading ‘si-ta’ for “beauty”, and several dots reading ”Eka Eka Eka...”, signifying “(the)
One, (the) One, (the) One…”. The ‘Z’-shaped hieroglyph stands for ‘asu’, meaning “life”, which is paired in 
a cross-like format as the swastika, signifying ‘ra asu’ or “granting life”. The insignia’s cursive emblem is 
composed of 7 hieroglyphs, reading:  • • adhi ra asu-as cakra , meaning “(The) One, (the) One delivering 
granting for (the) life (of the) era”, referencing enhancement of human longevity by infrasound resonance. 
Andreas also received lessons on antigravity propulsion from Krotk, an Arian youth close to the same age:

Gradually Krotk explained how the power system of the flight 
apparatus functioned –in the one that we were flying. For example,
in this flight apparatus they used the pulling gravity power of the 
Earth, Krotk explained, but I had difficulty imagining that. 

“Imagine a simple circle made out of the highest best metals,” he 
continued. “A rod guided through the circle turns very quickly in an
ice cold constant temperature medium. The production of this cold 
medium as well as the rotating motion of the circle utilizes very 
much energy. The heat that is produced by the energy generator 
has to be separated away from it. The apparatus turns like a 
normal electric motor but a few tens of thousands of times faster.” 

“And now this is what is happening; the faster this circle is turning, 
the more the gravity is lifted. The gravity reacting with the flight 
object is controlled by that mechanism... The actual mass is 
transformed into what we call an ‘apparent mass’. The gravity of 
Earth does not affect the apparent mass. Rings around the ship 
are generated because of the pressure of the Earth’s atmosphere, 
which pushes the ship upward (repelling planetary gravity fields). 

The energy that is produced by heating will encompass the flight 
body [as an ionized plasma], and on this [plasma]... the flight body 
will glide, and motion begins, but this motion is not enough to 
sustain the reaction. The already existing heat energy is used for 
the perpetuation of this gliding action of the flight body.

Antigravity engineering knowledge given by Krotk was applied long ago by American engineers at Lockheed
Skunkworks in the development of compact H → He resonant nuclear fusion reactors for achieving >80% 
mass-reduction in the airframes of stealth aircraft in the 1980s. Details on hyperdimensional physics that 
enable this major advancement have been discussed by US Navy aerospace engineer Dr. Salvatore País.

One of the most persuasive dialogs recorded by Andreas during his contact journey concerning information 
on the subject of nuclear armament by governments on Earth, the related risks of atomic warfare and the 
proper forms of industrial utilization of uranium ores. The Arian visitors implored humanity on Earth not to 
use uranium for nuclear weapons and anti-tank projectiles that contaminate our atmosphere, but instead to 
preserve those key resources for constructive applications in the development of antigravitic spacecraft:

Suddenly in the viewing screen was lightening like a storm was gathering, and then there was a huge mushroom 
cloud that appeared in the sky, a mushroom that was a mighty explosion. Gradually 2 cities came into the picture,
that were in a few seconds destroyed completely. Everywhere lay dead and charred humans, and other humans 
who were seriously injured and who had survived. They ran screaming throughout their destroyed cities. But 
nobody came to help. Those were the atomic bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

This was ordered for the mass killing of humans by the state. One wanted to demonstrate to the world, what 
power one had reached, because now we were able to blackmail all the other countries. As quickly as my hand 
turned, Dagolo entered my brain frequency. 

“Andreas, your thoughts show me again that the main humanity is rejecting in horror a warring conflict, which is 
already a great step forward in human thinking, and they will think more in the ways of peace. But there is still a 
very long way to go until all humans feel and think this way, until all humans stop warring, because only peace in 
general for all humans in your world will bring the highest technical scientific advancements.” 54
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“A main factor why humans war with each other is the world population, because Earth cannot nourish this many 
humans as does now exist. A maximum of one billion humans would be enough population for Earth. Struggles 
that lead to war among humans would then be eradicated. The amount of humans on your planet has to reduce 
itself by a reasonable amount to survive. If the humans do not acknowledge this in time, and have not taken 
certain measures for reduction, one day nature will act to complete the work. In the regions where masses of 
humans live in high concentrations, diseases, hunger, and lack of drinking water will have horrendous results.” 

“No doubting these words can fight against it or do something about it. You have great religions that on your Earth
can help. Masses of people follow them. They could teach you the reduction of humans in the world. Their priests
should not preach man to be fruitful and multiply, because it does not serve your Earth. Such priests should 
preach, ‘man, be fruitful and multiply intelligently and with reason’ because this is a very different statement than 
before, and that would be remarkably worth mentioning. And all religions could keep faith. They would only have 
to enter one single word in the ceremonies when they preach, and that one word is ‘intelligently’.” 

“Also I do not understand why the humans destroy their own beautiful Mother Earth. Why don’t they notice and 
mention the beautiful environment. Where do your humans expect to go? There is only one Earth. The humans 
do not understand that the use of atomic energy on Earth is most destructive –both for humans and nature. Atomic energy is now being used on Earth without the necessary technology to perfect and master the material.” 

“Atomic energy as you use it, is dirty energy, and only means terror and fear for all of humanity on Earth. The 
appearance of fissionable material, plutonium, uranium, etc., is very rare on your Earth. Your humans should do 
without, should not use uranium as an energy source. Many years in the future, when you start your space shuttle
programs, and you want to develop it further, it will necessitate the use of all the uranium you have, and you will 
need it urgently for space projects.” 

For a moment she paused in her speech. She looked at me in a friendly way, as if she hoped for a prompted 
question from me. I remained silent. I didn’t know anyway how one could ask an intelligent question on such a 
complex subject. And if asked, would I be able to understand the following answer?

So I preferred silence, and I gazed with rapt attention at the viewing screen, at scenes of war and devastation, 
and it went through my head, how and why were the Chetenians capable and inspired to reproduce an event like 
this, because between the first and the last warring demonstration lay thousands of years.

The complex set of information shared with Andreas regarding metallurgy and the uses of uranium were 
beyond his grasp. Dagolo was unable to follow through with the full explanation regarding technical means 
“to perfect and master the material” for manufacturing spacecraft hull alloys. Dagolo alluded that uranium 
(U238) must be applied for resonant atomic transmutation of superheavy elements –moscovium, topaline, 
murinite, kironide, corbomite, etc.– which are not available in an any appreciable quantities in nature.

In many respects, the comprehension of Andreas Heinisch was greatly limited by his youth; being just 15 
years of age at the time of the interaction. The selection of Andreas for the contact mission by the Arian 
visitors fulfilled many goals despite his cursory technical knowledge, including the eventual dissemination 
of basic astronomical data pertaining to the cataclysmic demise of the former planet called Satanis:

And a very unusual wire grid was building itself gradually into our solar system, showing its workings. Our sun, which they call ‘Araula’ is seen in a very piercing yellow color. After that there appeared, one after another, the 
planets that belonged to this sun. Our Earth showed itself as the 3rd, Mars as the 4th planet, and also a planet 
called Satanis as the 5th. All of these planets were the so called Life Planets. 

One could recognize them from the glowing blue and brownish colored spheres. They looked magnificent in the 
most beautiful colors of our sun system those few seconds there on the viewing screen. Shortly after that the 
small man instructed the information battery to manifest and display todays situation on Earth. In sequential 
order, 3 of the Life Planets changed themselves. Our Earth was exposed to an explosion from Satanis and was 
pushed outward a number of kilometers.
 

Since that catastrophe, since that time, Satanis has now its own routes in space. This planet was shown at that 
time with large white caps at both poles, north and south… Out of Satanis came the Asteroid Belt.

Standard etymologies given for the names ‘Satan’ and ‘Lucifer’ are completely nonsensical, and certainly 
do not account for diverse connotations of these names and the singularity of their usage in select ancient 
religious documents from Aramaia, namely The Essene Gospel of Peace and the Bible. 55
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Visual lessons shown to Heinisch gave an abbreviated prehistory of formative events in our solar system. 
The Aldebaran ET visitors also shared ancient Paleo-Sanskrit names from their civilization for designating 
our yellow star, the red planet Mars and the former 5th planet that exploded to form the Asteroid Belt:

Araula a ra u la “Ah, (the) granting, oh, (the) beholding”
Cheten ch e t en “Promising submission (to the) protection (of) That”
Satanis sa ta n i s “Knowledge (of the) endowing essence (of) This, from within”
Lucifera lu c i fe ra “Luster (of the) cloud (of) This bursting forth (of) granting”
Malona ma l o na “Status (of the) essence (of the) Void”
Maldek ma l d Ek “Status (of the) essence (of the) endless One”
Martek ma r t Ek “Status (of the) turning protection (of the) One”
Kantek ka n t Ek “Following (the) essential    protection  (of  the)  One”

‘Satanis’ and ‘Lucifera’ were votive names for the 5th planet used by the predatory Baal ET consortium that 
became synonymous with the origin of their heinous activities involving child human sacrifice. Even more 
diabolical were animal-human hybridization procedures conducted on aerial abduction victims by the Baal, 
for creating deformed slave races known as ‘Things’ that grew grotesque animal appendages. This 
nefarious genetic manipulation by service-to-self groups continues today in a very similar form, with the 
overt goal of mixing all the different lineages on Earth. This detrimental mode of DNA manipulation is not 
practiced by benevolent ET visitors, as exemplified by the 11 worlds of the Albedaran Confederation:

“Human son,” he said, “we acknowledge your readiness to learn. I’ll explain why we have shown an interest in 
you. You are very young and very creative –and still free from the influences of the city life. You shall be able to 
see things that no Earth being has seen in a very long time. Our goal is that everything that you experience here, 
you could share with other human beings in the future –when the time is right.”

“Scientific formulas will not be explained to you. You would not be able to understand them anyway. But we are 
willing to give you a technical education and development, and show you the reactions and probabilities, and 
opportunities, which we will show you. You also will be shown things that your humanity does not have yet. 
Everything that you see and experience here, you will remember at the right time.” 

“And now I will introduce the group of scientists that are especially interested in the hominid races, as well as 
their development. Dagolo is familiar to you. She is the leader of this research group. She comes from Arian, the 
4th planet from her sun. From her planet to your Earth, whose sun we call Araula, is 59 light years Earth time.” 

“I am Ti. Our planet’s name is Uru. We have the same sun as the planet Arian, Dagolo’s home planet. Uru is the 
second planet from our sun. Uru is almost as big as Arian… And you (as he was looking at the lady with the bud 
nose) come from the planet Gne. When the people of Gne go to the planet Arian, they will have to travel about 
850 times light speed, and it will take 30 years.”

“Because of intervening obstacles, greater speeds are not acceptable. The planet Gne is as big as planet Earth, 
but it has much less water. When this planet Gne is exhausted, in this same planetary system there is still a same
sized planet called Pu, a planet that the Gnesians have engineered and made livable, and some beings from Gne
live there now as well. Gne is the 3rd planet out from their sun.” 

“Our other friend here, comes from the planet Pall. The planet Pall is the 7th planet out, but this is the only 
occupied planet of its sun, and it is twice the size of planet Earth, but its sun is 3 times as big as the sun of Earth. 
The Pallians would need about 65 flight years by traveling 1,875 times the speed of light.

On the planet Pall there is enough water but one has to dig very deep for it. The Pallian people are neither male 
nor female normally. Only when they discover that they love one another deeply and do not separate, the one 
who loves the deepest will morph into a female. She will then give birth to a child and sometimes 2 children.” 

“The Pallian species can live up to 360 years, but their population always stays the same. They do not increase 
or decrease substantially. They remain at the same population level. They are the only human race on their 
planet, ‘homininder’ as he says. They, all inclusive (the scientists of this panel) belong to the homininder 
community of 12 hominid races who have evolved to space travel, and some have been doing so for millions of 
years, calculated according to Earth time.” After a short pause for breathing he continued. 

“All these beings who are collected here,” and he waved his arm, “belong to the countless human races from 
around our Galaxies. They belong to many human communities who actively practice space travel.” 5634



The Aldebaran Confederation of 11 homeworlds includes the planets Nefal, Arian, Gre, Uru, Pal, and 6 
other worlds of diverse ET humanoid species, including smaller humanoid species with greater population 
density. Decades of analysis of geopolymer walkway pavements preserved at various Atlantean city sites 
around the world has revealed a mind-bending diversity of construction scales extending from 12’ giants to 
ant-sized humanoids, many of which were seeded on Satanis by the Aldebaran Mothership of 11 worlds:

He looked at the viewing screen and I followed. Gradually, a gigantic cloud of fog and roiling vapor disappeared. 
Now there became visible and appeared on the viewing screen a very brilliantly illuminated yellow glowing star, 
which pushed itself into the foreground and gradually became what appeared to be a gigantic space ship in the 
form of 11 powerful rings. These rings were connected by long pipes or tubes that ran from the outer edge to 
beyond the first or inner ring, and entered a huge powerful round ball of light. This huge ringed wonder candle 
pulled millions of tons of a super city with unimaginable speed through the routes of the eternal Universe. 

“That, Andreas,” said Krotk, full of pride, “is our Mothership. There we live as we travel throughout the Universe 
and many dimensions. It does apply to many conditions and things, and dimensions which one needs to live. 
Look at it carefully and you will never forget, as it will be fixed in your memory and in your dreams you will be 
forever reminded.” I was impressed. While Krotk was explaining a few more technical details, I was speechless. 
I believed my brain would overheat, like a motor under load. Everything was so amazing, even unimaginable. 

“The Mothership is from point to point, from one end to another, about 600 km long,” Krotk said, “and on the rings 
it has a diameter of about 170 km wide. And even just the complex of the power generation unit, by itself, has a 
size of approximately 7 or 8 times 11 km2, including the connected vacuum fusion automatic works. The vacuum 
energy machine, though it has a mass of millions of tons, is capable of traveling at 1,940 times the speed of light. 
Only with such speeds are we able to enter other dimensions, worlds and Universes.” 

“Each of the 11 rings have within them, whole complete worlds of being within themselves. The Mothership 
houses about 1.5 million beings with highly differentiated views of life and culture. Their life systems are big 
enough to provide native environments for each of the hominid races as it exists on their original home planets. 

The spacecraft which I saw was the smallest of its type, but the fastest in its class. The citizen occupants of this 
Mothership are protected by its very effective weapons systems. At any time, as necessary, they are fully capable
of mastering unforeseen situations. The Mothership can within a few nanoseconds create and erect mighty 
protective shields, and through these protective shields they can shoot these terrible weapons, but it has never 
been necessary to utilize these weapons that can pulverize all. 
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“To complete the weapons defense capabilities of the Mothership, belong also these shuttle-type craft. From 
these shuttle craft that support the Mothership there will be flying constantly a few Universum smaller disc-
shaped craft, around the shuttles. There are always a number of the smaller Universum ready for action.” All 
eleven hominid races that Krotk told me about, are capable of maintaining and feeding themselves. Each being 
who lives upon the Mothership can be counted upon to defend it as necessary. 

These words were barely spoken when in the viewing screen appeared a small indescribably gorgeous paradise. 
There were fruit and vegetable plantations, and gigantic wheat and grain fields of very efficient types, all visibly 
growing in a glowing tender green and a lively golden yellow colors, as well as very brightly colored fields of 
flowers that divided the grain fields. These flower plots biologically protected the grain fields from possible crop 
destroying bugs and creatures. They also supplied the fields with nutritious vitamins and minerals. 

Also visible were little cultivated lakes where different kinds of fish and water creatures were farmed, which broke 
the order of the landscape. This lent variety to the artificial environment. In this beautifully created paradise there 
were useful insects and small animals of all kinds. A very unusual bird was constantly digging into the soil to 
hungrily eat worms, but I noticed that it could not fly. There were no birds as large as a turkey, or goose, or even a
duck from our world. As soon as this bird turned his neck around I had to laugh. Krotk also laughed at the sight of 
this unusual bird. This represented the first successful cross of 3 animals. This unusual animal is a hybrid and it 
cannot multiply well, but because it is a very useful animal it is allowed to live.

The breathtaking experiences shared by Andreas Heinisch concerning his cosmic journey is paralleled by 
the high level of specificity of information on many subjects shared with him by the Arians and other 
associated ET humanoid species from the Albedaran collective. His descriptions of the different varieties of
spacecraft used by the ET groups enhances the credibility of the narrative –especially information on the 
filament-shaped intergalactic complex of 11 homeworlds. Descriptions of different ET humanoid species is 
consistent with information from other authenticated UFO contact cases, including that of Eduard Meier.

A partial illustration made by Andreas Heinisch is quite a unique design that does not resemble any other 
design for a spacecraft that have ever been published. The series of 11 gigantic spheres are stacked along
a columnar tube that extends nearly 600 km in total length. The center-points of each of the 11 larger 
habitation spheres and 26 smaller habitation spheres show an equidistant spacing from one another, 
conforming to a lattice configuration the closely corresponds to the cubic format of atomic packing. 5835
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Stacking of the 11 ring elements creates a fleeting perceptual illusion of a double helix design resembling 
crop circle formations and DNA, with the series of spheres running down the core of the helix, reiterating 
the Paleo-Sanskrit votive phrase “the One, the One, the One…” The significance of these unusual design 
specifications and structural features of the Mothership would not have been recognized by Andreas, and 
provide compelling support for the authenticity of the planet Arian ET contact case of July 23, 1957.

The same fact applies to the size and geometric specifications for the Mothership given by Andreas, which 
are based on an orthogonal grid conforming to a 42 km (26.10 mi) lattice constant. Modular configuration 
of the Mothership’s different elements was strategically designed for convenient calculation of nodal points 
of nonlinear standing waves. This feature is facilitated by scaling the Motherships’ total length to reflect the 
values of Fibonacci #526 (378.45… x 10-107) in miles and Fibonacci #460 (609.29… x 10-93) in kilometers.

The Aldebaran Mothership’s total length of 609 km (378.42 mi) has 14.5 lattice segments that incorporate 
11 large spheres, 11 habitation rings, 25 medium spheres, 1 small sphere and 1 command module. These 
features are distributed at nodal points along a straight tubular scaffold that connects the array of stacked 
rings. The 14 lattice grid lines are situated at the center-point of each sphere, with hemispheres extending 
on each end to add another 1/2 lattice segment of 21 km (13.05 mi) to the gargantuan vessel’s total length:

Aldebaran Mothership Feature       Kilometers Miles

Calibration of lattice grid constant 42 26.10
Diameter of 11 large-sized spheres 33.60 20.88
Diameter of 25 medium-sized spheres 8.40 5.22
Diameter of 1 small-sized apex sphere 4.20 2.61
Height of conical apex tower 2.10 1.305
Inner diameter of 11 habitation rings 165.35 102.74
Center diameter of 11 habitation rings 168 104.40
Outer diameter of 11 habitation rings 170.65 106.04
Total length of 11-ring habitation complex 495.60 307.95
Diameter of 11 habitation ring tubes 5.60 3.48
Diameter of columnar lattice tubes 2.80 1.74
Diameter of columnar apex lattice tube 1.40 0.87

These best-fit figures for the dimensions of the Mothership suggest the Aldebaran ET confederation of 
planets use both the mile and kilometer as units of measurement for the design layout of the immense 
Mothership representing the unity of purpose among 11 homeworlds; living and exploring in cooperation.

These figures can be conveniently calculated to find accurate values for integer multiples of these round 
numbers using either unit of measurement. The proportions and format of the grand structural design of 
the Mothership reflect the beauty of the resonant standing wave geometry of the cubic atomic lattice, 
embodying the elevated concept of 11 parallel worlds with 11 great habitation rings encircling them. The 
sacred prime number 11 defines the fundamental rhythm of our solar system, as the periodic cycle of solar 
maximum elapses every 11 years with our sun’s magnetic polar reversal, as with many other suns.
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The ancestral origins of humanity on Earth are linked with longterm hybridization programs crossing Earth 
humans with 7’ giants with four-fingered hands from exoplanet Arian, by which means the rare Rh- blood 
antigen type emerged among Basque lineages belonging to mtDNA haplogroups U5b and J1c (below, left).
.

The Nordic or Norwegian ET humanoids from planet Cheten (Wolf 359c) are described as inhabitants of 
the former planet Satanis. Nordic ETs possess 24 teeth, whereby individuals with Nordic-human hybrid 
backcross ancestry (below, center) may have fewer teeth than the normal 32, counting the wisdom teeth.

Genetic sequences belonging to mtDNA haplogroup U5a related to the Nordic ET species were recovered 
from sample JK2903, excavated at Abusir el-Meleq, Egypt in 2017. Another DNA sample obtained in 2019 
from the mummy of Djehutyanakht yielded results matching the Basque-related mtDNA haplogroup U5b. 
These findings show Egyptian maternal lines are linked with underground bases of ET visitors from Arian, 
of the Aldebaran system, as implicated in the 1957 Andreas Heinisch ET contacts in Baldereck, Germany.
.

The Nephilim (or ‘Nephalim’) giants were identified in the Life Readings of Edgar Cayce as the Lords of the
Atlantean civilization and recorded in the Bible as cannibalistic ‘giants of Anak’ who were exterminated 
after the demise of Atlantis. Morphology of the crania of 12’ Nephilim giants and their 7-8’ human-hybrid 
descendants is shown in prior work. Individuals with Nephilim hybrid backcross genetics include athletes 
such as Steven Adams and Trevor Lawrence (above, right). The Nephilim are among the 11 ET humanoid 
species of diverse sizes inhabiting the Aldebaran Mothership that colonized the 5th planet Satanis; building 
grand pyramids and underground cities before evacuation to Earth at 79,000 bp to begin the Atlantean Era.

Andreas also described meeting blue-skinned ET 
humanoids with Mongolian physical features, who 
represent ancient, interstellar ancestors of Earth’s 
Mongolian race from the Orion Federation, who 
occupy the surviving underground cities of Agharta 
and Shambhala founded during the Atlantean Era. 
The characteristics of 11 planetary civilizations of 
the Aldebaran Confederation are listed by height, 
from the largest to the smallest in stature (based 
on morphological analyses of Atlantean skeletal 
remains, awaiting verification by comprehensive 
full-genome DNA analyses for comparison with all 
existing DNA databases –without any restrictions): 62



The Aralar Mountains of Spain are at the epicenter of the global dispersion maps for mtDNA haplogroups 
U5b and J1c, specific to lineages of the Basque people.    This fact reveals a major geographic link to an 
ancient subterranean city complex located along a radial distance alignment of the Orion Pyramid Complex
(above). This sacred center has not been publicly identified by any researchers before the present work. 

The concealed presence of an ancient underground city complex below the Aralar Mountain Range of 
northeastern Spain represents the only viable explanation for the singular concentration of Basque-specific
mtDNA haplogroups in this confined area. Alternate hypotheses put forward by geneticists and academics 
are unable to account for the restricted locus of origin for individuals carrying the respective mutations.63
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Forthcoming excavation of the vast networks of underground tunnel systems running far below the Aralar 
Range will provide a survey a genomic data for hundreds of modern human ancestors dating to the Late 
Paleolithic Period. High scientific advancements manifested during the Atlantean Age of psychoacoustic 
civilization are still preserved far below ground, in resonant temple chambers hewn from the bedrock

The karst landscapes of Basque country are riddled with caverns dissolved by flowing water over grand 
geological timespans. Natural, high-purity limestone is composed of >90% calcite crystals, which undergo 
an oscillating molecular deformation in response to acoustic waves, inducing a piezoelectric charge. 
Natural karst bedrock can be readily discerned from artificial types of geopolymer limestone that has been 
reconstituted with mineral additives from an aqueous slurry of powdered karst rocks and NaOH (or KOH).

Aralar Pyramid on the Errekabeltz River, Spain (43.0093695°N, 2.1408437°W, above) is located 2,041 
miles from the Great Pyramid; comprising 8.20% of Earth’s mean circumference (41/500) and reflecting the 
values of Fibonacci  #118 (2,046.71… x 10-21) in miles and Fibonacci #274 (8.187… x 10-57) in percent. 
This resonant alignment feature is complimented by exact placement at 43° North latitude, ensuring 
efficient reception of infrasound standing wave resonance focused by the Orion Pyramid Complex.

The Aralar Pyramid Complex was constructed in geopolymer limestone during the Altantean Era of high 
civilization in cooperative efforts with ET humanoid visitors from exoplanet Arian, of the Aldebaran system. 
Topographic mapping of rural areas of the Erreka River have been made available in high-resolution 
LiDAR data which abruptly ends right at the edge of the pyramid, purposefully leaving artificial geometric 
features of the ancient monumental temple construction at low-resolution to conceal their man-made form.

The longstanding subversive efforts undertaken in concert by the governments of Europe to conceal facts 
pertaining to the great antiquity of archeological finds relating to sophisticated technological achievements 
of ancient human civilization within their territories is simply reprehensible; a crime against all of humanity.64



Golica Pyramid, near Villach, Austria (46.504107°N, 14.04770°E, above), is located 1,464 miles from the 
Great Pyramid. This resonant distance comprises 5.88% of Earth’s mean circumference (29/500), reflecting 
the values of Fibonacci #213 (1,461.78… x 10-41) in miles and Fibonacci #436 (5.876… x 10-87) in percent. 
These geopositioning features are complimented by exact placement at 46.5° North latitude for conferring 
efficient reception of infrasound standing wave resonance focused by the Orion Pyramid Complex.

Also situated latitudinally, further to the west is a second pyramid group (46.4994814°N, 13.9283951°E), 
and further still westward is a third pyramid group (46.5148524°N,13.7774277°E) that can be discerned for
the grand scale of their geometric restructuring of the natural mountain landscape. A long tunnel system 
runs along the latitude line connecting each of these 3 Atlantean complexes below ground level, reflecting 
the distribution pattern observed of 3 Atlantean city complexes below the Pyrenees Mountains of France.

According to genomic distribution mapping, this underground city complex represents a secondary center 
of Basque genetic lineages belonging to mtDNA haplogroup J1c –but shows a distinct segregation from 
Basque lineages belonging to mtDNA haplogroup U5b. These findings are inextricably related to the 
dispersion of ancient populations from a previously unrecognized underground city complex below the 
mountains near the present-day city of Villach, Austria, and extending south of the border into Slovenia.65



High-accuracy mapping of genetic diversity reveals residual geographic imprints of underground cities 
where interbreeding of ET humanoid lineages with human groups persisted over many thousands of years.
This time period corresponds to the great reconstruction period and subsequent expansion period that 
lasted for several thousand years, during which time billions of tons of geopolymer stonework were cast.

The yDNA halopgroup distribution map 
for R1a-CTS1211 (at left), presents a 
distinct set of high-concentration zones 
comprising >50% of the population. The
most prominent of these epicenters is 
positioned in southwestern Russia, in 
an surrounding the modern industrial 
city of Voronezh. The nearby Paleo-archeology site of Kostenki, located 
immediate south of the city not far from 
the Voronezh River, has produced a large trove of bone, ivory and stone artifacts that were dated to 41,000bp.
There exists a longstanding connection 
between the multiple UFO landings, the Kostenki Paleolithic site and the primary 
cluster mapping of yDNA haplo- group 
R1a-CTS1211 pointing to the site, to be 
discussed in a forthcoming article.

The yDNA haplogroup cluster map for R1a-M458 (below, left) shows a high concentration zone in the 
central region of Poland, corresponding to the concealed location of a major underground city complex 
constructed during the second phase of the Atlantean psychoacoustic civilization approximately 29,000-
30,000 years ago. GPR scans at these sites will reveal underground city complexes. Recent DNA research
involving members of the Tesla family revealed Nikola Tesla belonged to yDNA haplogroup R1a-M458:

The Serbian-American inventor Nikola 
Tesla most probably does not belong to the
haplogroup I-CTS10228. The first tested 
Tesla with haplogroup I2a is most likely the
descendant of a man who entered Tesla 
and was actually the recipient of the last 
name ‘Tesla’ through the maternal line. The
man's first name was ‘Kalinic’.

The second Tesla family member was 
tested 2 months ago and reportedly 
belongs to the haplogroup R1a-M458 and 
has a family tree that is directly related to 
Nikola Tesla by the paternal line… 
However, it is almost certain that Nikola 
Tesla had a haplogroup R1a-M458, 
because Tesla family members were tested
from close relatives of Nikola Tesla, it has 
been concluded that 4 branches of the 
immediate family share common ancestry 
with the inventor.

Results of the analysis of 2 members of the Tesla family done at a DNA lab in Belgrade, Serbia were as follows:

DYS393, DYS390, DYS19, DYS385a, DYS385b, DYS439, DYS389i, DYS392, DYS389ii, DYS458, DYS437, 
DYS448, YGATAH4, DYS456, DYS576, DYS570, DYS438, DYS481, DYS549, DYS533, DYS635, DYS643
13 25 16 10 11-14--12 13 11 29 16-----14 20------11--17-19 21---11 25 12 12 23 10

R1a-M458> CTS11962 6637



The scattered remains of fragmented quartzite megaliths are seen everywhere atop the forested ridgeline 
that runs for 8.5 km in am east-southeast direction from Mount Bukowa to Mount Lisi Ogon. Prior to the 
demise of Atlantis, this site was known for its magnificent subterranean complex, reflecting its position at 
the center of the primary yDNA haplogroup cluster map for R1a-M458 (overleaf). An expansive tunnel 
network below the ridge links access to large chambers with artificial lighting and transportation systems.
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Aralar a ra l a r “Ah, (the) granting essence, ah, (the) turning”
Golica g o l i ca “Spark, oh, (of the) essence (of) This building”
Ogon o g on “Oh, (the) spark (of the) assent”
Dagolo da g ol o “Giving spark (of the) burning, oh”
Krotk kr o t k “Enacting, oh, (the) protection (of the) Virgin”

The Arian name ‘Dagolo’ reflects applied knowledge of ionizing radiation also utilized by Siddha adepts.
A similar use of advanced Atlantean concepts pertaining to internal burning sensations –caused by long-
term exposure to vitalizing γ-ray and ɑ-particle emissions of Siddha bhasma elixirs– is clearly expressed in
the meanings of ancient votive names for sacred sites and mountains that, in very many cases, have been 
preserved by local oral traditions in those regions for many thousands of years without having been lost. 67ba l de r Ek “Luster (of the) essence  protecting;  (  the)  turning  (of  the)  One”Balderek an g a tu ba    “Breath (of the) spark, ah, conferring luster”v ri l ya                 “Mark    (of  the)  song (of the) essence commencing”AngatubaVril-ya



The abundance of high quality natural quartzite bedrock at Mount Bukowa has inspired the development 
of major mining activities for production of commercial grade silica, in combination with the extremely high
quality of geopolymer quartzite layers manufactured by the Atlantean high civilization prior to 13,000 bp. 

The ubiquitous appearance of orange, iron-loaded metakaolin geopolymer cement binder between layers 
in the quartzite formation represents unmistakable large-scale evidence for the synthetic origin of this site 
as an ancient temple construction of such immense proportions that no archeologist or geologist would 
accept the fact of its largely man-made origin, as a huge technological feature embedded in the landscape.

The wildly unconventional hypothesis of an artificial origin for a significant portion of the quartzite formation
at Mount Bukowa is easily confirmed by microscopy analyses of samples taken from various sections of 
the quartzite ridge itself. Comparison of the microstructure and elemental components will inevitably show 
2 distinct classes of materials, just as observed at many other Atlantean city complexes around the world.

The naturally occurring quartzite bedrock material was mined long ago, with angled tunnels strategically 
penetrating into the site according to a grand deign plan that was developed over several generations 
involved in the construction process for a very large underground city below this resonant sacred site.

Rock debris removed from the tunneling and chamber boring operations were very finely pulverized and 
reconstituted as a caustic geopolymer quartzite slurry, with the purposeful admixture of exotic metallic and 
mineral components such as nickel (Ni), iron oxide (Fe2O3), magnetite (Fe3O4), iron pyrite (FeS), titanium 
dioxide (TiO2), tourmaline, opal CT, etc. The admixtures were selected on the basis of local availability of 
components, considering the extreme volume of material required for such a monumental undertaking.

The R1a-M458 yDNA haplogroup to which Tesla belonged finds its origin in this subterranean city complex,
seeding the dispersion of ET hybrid groups from Europe to the Americas. Utilization of genetic material 
from Europeans may explain the unusual 1957 UFO abduction case of Antonio Villas-Boas (†1934-1991) 
from São Francisco de Sales, Brazil for purposes of hybridization with a dwarf ET species from planet Uru:
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The abduction of Antonio Villas-Boas, a 23-year-old Brazilian farmer, on October 16, 1957 was the first of its 
kind. Prior to this, civilian UFO groups had received reports of friendly contact with a human-appearing space 
brothers…  Antonio, the next to the youngest son of 7 children, lived with his family on a large farm they owned 
near the town of Sao Francisco de Sales, in the State of Minas Gerais… 

[O]n the evening of October 16, Antonio was alone plowing the field, when he observed a red light in the sky. 
Suddenly, it grew larger and looked as if it was moving in his direction. Within moments the object was overhead, 
hovering 160’ above. He and his tractor were engulfed in an intense light-red beam, shining as bright as daylight. 
It was approximately 1:00 am and Antonio was alone and terrified. He wanted to escape, but the fast moving 
object could easily outrun his tractor. Additionally, the plowed soil was too soft to attempt an escape on foot.

Antonio could now see the craft had an elongated egg-shape with a large red light on the forward side and many 
small purplish lights. It made a descent in Antonio's direction, stopping only 35-45’ from him, giving him a clear 
view of its structure. There were 3 metal bars, thick on one end and spiked at the tip, on the front and sides of the
craft. A domed top rotated at great speed, changing from red to green as it slowed. 3 metal protrusions slid out of 
the underside as it settled down within feet of Antonio... [T]he tractor’s engine died and its lights extinguished.

He attempted to flee but was caught by several small non-human entities, clothed in soft tight fitting gray, one 
piece suits that covered their heads and faces. Antonio could see only their eyes. The head pieces resembled 
over-sized helmets made from fabric similar to, but stiffer than their suits, and covered with metal plates. Tubes 
protruded from the tops of the helmets. The entities appeared to be wearing goggles that Antonio speculated 
might have caused the illusion that their eyes were smaller than human eyes.

The beings dragged him to the craft and lifted the struggling young man up a flexible ladder to a ramp. They 
forced Antonio into a small square room, and the door closed, giving the appearance that it was part of the wall, 
without a gap or seam. From there they assisted him into a larger circular room with silvery metal walls. An 
oddly-shaped, white pedestal table stood in the middle of the room surrounded by stools of the same color. 

The strange entities spoke to one another in a language that resembled animal growls, sometimes ending in a 
tremor. They then removed the protesting young man’s clothing and applied a thick, clear liquid over his entire 
body. He was led to an adjacent room where they extracted blood from his chin, which left a scar. Upon their 
departure the room filled with noxious smoke that caused Antonio to vomit.

In the most controversial segment of the story, Villas-Boas reported that a petite, fully nude female entered 
the room. She had thin, light blonde hair, parted in the middle, and large blue slanted eyes. Her high, wide 
cheekbones narrowed to a tiny, pointed chin. Her nose was straight and narrow and her mouth was little more
than a slit. Antonio was attracted to her beautiful, petite, body, with well developed hips and large thighs. 69



She moved her body next to his and rubbed up against him, 
causing him to become sexually excited. She then engaged 
him in sexual intercourse that he, surprisingly, found gratifying,
except for the animal sounds [like barking that] she emitted.

When their sexual encounter ended, the door opened and an 
entity beckoned the woman to leave the room. Turning back to
Antonio, she pointed to her abdomen and then to the southern
sky [to indicate the place in the stars where she intended to 
raise their newly conceived hybrid child]...

One of the men escorted Antonio on a tour of the craft and, 
finally, to the door that he had entered. He motioned the young
farmer to descend the ladder. It then retracted into the craft 
and seemed to become part of the door. The craft then lifted 
vertically into the air and disappeared into the night sky. It was 
now 5:30 am. More than 4 hours had passed since he was 
taken aboard the craft…

Antonio reported that he had experienced an overwhelming 
fatigue, nausea, eye inflammation, headaches, body aches 
and loss of appetite for days following his alleged experience.
Dr. Fontes noted coin-sized scars on his chin and multiple 
recent lesions on his arms, legs and hands, with strange 
purplish discoloration around them that might have been the 
result of radiation poisoning.

The unusual ET breeding abduction case of Antonio Villas-Boas presents similarities to many abduction 
reports involving breeding experiments for ongoing ET-human hybridization projects by the small grey ET 
cybergenetic humanoids and their giant reptilian supervisors, distinct differences are also apparent. The 
activities of the greys often result in seriously injurious or fatal outcomes for abductees, the Villas-Boas 
case showed more caring interactions despite the fact that Antonio was forcibly taken aboard the craft.

Villas-Boas stated that the nude, 4’-tall blonde ET woman did not speak, but only made barking noises. A 
clear, gelatinous liquid applied all over his body and a gas discharged into the air stimulated his arousal by 
chemical aphrodisiac to ensure his concession to the sex act. Antonio suffered radiation sickness after the 
disturbing event, due to hazardous doses of γ-rays received during his time in the high-energy spacecraft.

The site of the Villas-Boas UFO sightings and subsequent abduction, in the farmer’s field immediately 
south of São Francisco de Sales, is situated 267 miles due north of the Angatuba underground UFO base 
associated with the Ganymede ET contacts of Aladino Felix, having met with a spacecraft captain starting 
in 1952. Antonio reported that, after being returned to the same field he was taken from, the craft departed 
high into the sky traveling in a southerly direction, implicating the dwarf ET civilization associated with the 
Villas-Boas breeding abduction case also originates from the UFO base below the Angatuba Plateau.

Neither the name of the home planet of the ET group nor its location were given to Villas-Boas during his 
confrontational and unexpected erotic encounter. However, specific details of the encounter documented 
by Villas-Boas reveal the identity of the dwarf ET humanoids as inhabitants of planet Uru; or Aldebaran b.

A geometric form of hieroglyphic text was observed by 
Villas-Boas above the doorway of the spacecraft, which 
Boas later drew for investigators. The entryway glyph 
panel can be translated coherently as a Paleo-Sanskrit 
votive phrase, reading:  • pra kar-ra • adhi vi raua • as-ri , 
meaning “(The) One advancing, (the) Creator, (the) One 
delivering through roaring, (the) One for song” (at left). 
This passage echoes the Atlantean Sons of the Law of 
One, praising the Creation song of infrasound resonance.70
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The direct linguistic connection between the hieroglyphic language form of the Aldebaran ET collective and
the Archaic Sanskrit hieroglyphs of the Late Paleolithic Period are undeniable, evincing direct etymological 
connections with the descendant Atlantean psychoacoustic civilization on Earth, and their extremely high-
tech capabilities. A close epigraphic comparison of Sanskrit names given in the Planet Arian UFO contact 
case reveals distinctive phrases that appear in different forms, yet always conveying coherent meanings:

Aldebaran al  de  bar   a n “(The)  ability  protecting,  (of  the)  shining,  ah,  (of  the)  essence”
Nefal n e fa l “Essential   submission (to the) bursting forth (of the) essence” 
Arian a  ri  a  n “Ah,  (the)  song,  ah,  (of  the)  essence”
Uru u ru “Oh, (the) sounding”
Pal pa l “(The) protecting essence”
Gne g n e “Spark (of the) essential   submission”
Pu pu “Purifying”

The range of votive names given for planets among members of the Aldebaran ET collective show strong 
linguistic relationships, revealing a surprising commonality of cultural expression that is the result of 
hundreds of thousands of years of collective co-development applying nuclear radiations within the body.

The Aldebaran ET collective’s highly sophisticated means for sustaining life on their massive Mothership 
enables their transitory experience moving between star systems at will as they monitor the progressive 
developments of allied partner civilization distributed throughout the Orion sector in particular, and beyond. 
A clear description of the perpetual in transit status of the Mothership of the Arian interstellar civilization 
was given through the Cassiopaea communications nearly 3 decades ago, on November 2 & 4, 1994:

Q: (L) What is the origin of the Sanskrit language?  A: Atlantis. 

Q: (L) When the Aryans were brought here, were they brought to Atlantis?  A: No. The Aryans were different from 
the Atlanteans. 

Q: (L) Is there any language in existence today that is descended from the Aryan language? Or, that has 
remained more similar in development from Indo-European?  A: Yes. All Germanic. 

Q: (L) Is Celtic considered to be one of these?  A: Yes. 

Q: (L) What was the origin of the Minoan civilization?  A: Atlantean descendants…

Q: (L) What about the Villas-Boas case; who were these beings and what was the purpose for this interaction?   
A: Aryan's breeding experiment. 

Q: (L) Where do these Aryans live?  A: In transit. 

Q: (L) When they get to where they are going, where do they live?  A: They don't. There are many who do not live
specifically anywhere. They are perpetually in transit. 

Q: (L) Why is this?  A: There is no need to be grounded; it is only your perception because that is your familiarity. 
A planet is a [perfectly suitable] vehicle too.

Special information provided by the Cs clarify the puzzle of mass migrations facilitating genetic dispersion 
of ET-descendant human groups. However, Villas-Boas was abducted by dwarfs from planet Uru –not by 
the Arian giants who occupy a neighboring planet in the Aldebaran star system. A wide array of congruent 
information shared by high-level ET sources corroborates recent scientific developments in genetics and 
archeology, together revealing the celestial origins of the Aryan race in the Aldebaran star system.

The Villas-Boas UFO abduction event of October 16, 1957 took place in Minas Gerais, Brazil just 85 days 
after the Andreas Heinisch ET contact of July 23, 1957 occurred in East Germany, on the Baltic Sea coast. 
Not only is there a clear temporal connection between these 2 unusual incidents, there are also significant 
details that appear in both accounts. In each case, Antonio Villas-Boas and Andreas Heinisch described an
odd language of barks spoken by the Uru dwarves and Arian giants of Aldebaran planets b and d:

While she focused her eyes on her activities, with her hand on a big screen, [Dagolo] asked me to try to look at 
this big viewing screen… Abruptly, [a series of audible] commands came through. I could hear and it sounded like
a whole choir singing and with dogs barking along with it. Suddenly the room became darker and darker. Only 
little tiny lights showed as all dimmed down. That big viewing screen was emanating a pink light and it seemed to 
be attached to a panoramic camera, because I could see the interior motions of the flight apparatus on that 
screen as and where the surroundings could be seen in their natural colors… 71



As I became aware again, and dressed myself, Dagolo… invited me into a 4 m2 room. It was a quarantine room 
where we had to stay a few minutes [to complete the full microbial sterilization process]. No sooner had I taken 
my place when we were engulfed and immersed in a strange smelling fog that had a musky smell. It was similar 
to the fog as when I first entered the shuttle craft. It was a device that protected the future for all beings who 
entered this flight object… While this disinfection phase was going on Dagolo conversed with other beings. At the 
end of this conversation she burst out into a barking laugh, which she did rarely. That strange barking did not 
sound like an authoritarian air, a way of authority…

Again after the dining a lively discussion started. As usual I understood little more than the barking and a tlucking 
sound made with the tongue. I could understand nothing else [of what was transpiring before me]. With this 
turbulent discussion Dagolo always looked up again at me and raised her eyebrows. I found this whole 
conversation amusing, but I kind of suppressed my laugh.

The compelling correlation of experiences reported by Heinisch and Villas-Boas confirm a common origin 
for the ET groups that interacted with both UFO contactees in 1957. The Aldebaran ET collective is also 
responsible for the high-level information shared through the Ganymede ET contacts of Aladino Felix in 
1952 and José Rosciano-Holder in 1974. The Felix contacts revealed intriguing data about 2 of Saturn’s 
moons being inhabited by advanced ET humanoid species occupying many large subterranean cities:

There is no life on Saturn either… Only 2 satellites are inhabited. But there the men are intelligent and kind. 
They have their interplanetary ships, but they barely cross space. They are almost inexplicable creatures to 
you, because they never die. They have what we could say is a resurrection body. They never do any harm. 
However, they are still material beings. They are men of tall stature with large, magnetic eyes. Not even we 
understand all their wisdom. They are truly enigmatic beings. 

The mystical description of the inhabitants of 2 of Saturn’s moons is quite intriguing, and stands out from 
the descriptions of ET humanoids species living in networks of subterranean bases hidden below the 
uninhabitable surfaces of various other planets in our solar system. Saturn’s 2 moons with rocky interior 
mantles that represent viable base construction zones are Titan and Dione. All the other large moons of 
Saturn are mostly composed of water ice that prohibits the construction of underground installations.

Titan is the largest moon in our solar system, and its magnetic field not fully understood by astronomers. 
Its great distance from Earth prevents close-range data collection by an orbiter, as missions by Voyager, 
and Juno space probes had achieved with Ganymede. Dione has the largest rocky interior of all the ice-
covered moons of Saturn, estimated at 240 miles (286 km) (overleaf). Interesting information relating to 
ancient names of the planets was shared by psychic channel Laura Knight-Jadczyk near Toulouse, France.72
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In response to a direct question from Laura asked during a September 30, 1994 session, the Cassiopaea 
thought-forms gave a complete list of ancient names for the planets of our solar system. Each planetary 
body was given with general figures for their respective orbital distances and diameters as requested:

Q: (L) How many planets are in our solar system?  A: 12 

Q: (L) Could you tell us the names of all the planets, their distances from the sun, the chemical composition, and 
the diameter.  A: Mercury = Opatanar, 36 million miles from Sun; 3,000 miles diameter. 

Venus = Pemuntar, 67 million miles from Sun; 7,500 miles diameter. 

Earth = Saras, 93 million miles from Sun; 7,900 miles diameter.

Mars = Masar, 141,500,000 miles from Sun; 4,200 miles diameter.

Jupiter = Yontar, 483,400,000 miles from Sun; 88,700 miles diameter.

Saturn = Zendar, 886,700,000 miles from Sun; 74,500 miles diameter.

Uranus = Lonoponor, 1,782,700,000 miles from Sun; 31,566 miles diameter. 

Neptune = Jinoar, 2,794,300,000 miles from Sun; 30,199 miles diameter.

Pluto = Opikimanaras, 3,666,100,000 miles from Sun; 1,864 miles diameter.

NI (Eris) = Montonanas, 570,000,000,000 miles from Sun; solid matter; 7,000 miles diameter.

NII (Haumea) = Suvurutarcar, 830,000,000,000 miles from Sun; 18,000 miles diameter; hydrogen, ammonia. 

NIII (Makemake) = Bikalamanar, 1,600,000,000,000 miles from Sun; 46,000 mi diameter; hydrogen, ammonia. 

The length and basic syllabic structure of ancient names given for the planets of our star system by the 
Cassiopaeans conform to the same Paleo-Sanskrit linguistic origin as the votive names of Atlantean 
individuals given by Edgar Cayce through the course of thousands of Life Readings given in his career. 

Recent findings by astronomers have confirmed the generation of ultra-low frequency resonance by 
enormous black holes distributed throughout the Universe, referenced in these names as ‘the Void’.
The epigraphic decipherment of Archaic Sanskrit by Professor K. Schildmann provides great insight into 
names given to planets (called ‘graha’) of our star system during the Late Paleolithic Period, emphasizing 
‘the status’ of planetary infrasound resonance driven by ‘the turning’ of planetary rotation and the Void.

Opatanar o pa tan a r “Oh, Lord (of the) assistance, ah, (of the) turning”
Pemuntar pe mu n tar “Considering Mu: (the) essential excellence“
Saras sa ra s “Knowledge (of the) granting from within”
Masar ma sa r “Status (of the) knowledge (of the) turning”
Yontar y o n tar “This, oh, (the) essential excellence“
Zendar ze n dar “Serving (the) essential Giver”
Lonoponor lo n op on or “Lo, (the) essence meeting (the) assent (of the) artist’
Jinoar ji n o a r “Invincible essence, oh, ah, (of the) turning”
Opikimanaras o pi ki ma na ra s “Oh, moving energy (of the) status (of the) Void granting from within”
Montonanas m o n to na na s “Quickly, oh, (the) essence instigating (the) Void, (the) Void from within”
Suvurutarcar su vu ru tar ca r “Good choice (of the) sounding (of) excellence following (the) turning”
Bikalamanar bi ka la ma na r “Split following submission (to the) status (of the) Void turning”

While the question of how a Void can actually ‘turn’ while being formless is a reasonable one, astronomers 
will certainly acknowledge the vortical rotation of matter being drawn into the black hole is now very well 
accepted. The ‘turning’, ‘sounding’, ‘instigating’ and ‘granting’ essence of ‘the Giver’ are apt descriptive 
terms for the Unity Field which binds all reality together –as cosmic infrasound standing wave resonance.

The significance of the etymological roots of these Paleolithic Sanskrit names has not been recognized 
until the present time, and once again confirms the validity of the K. Schildmann cypher by providing 
succinct meanings and glyph combinations that reiterate the same narrow range of cosmological concepts.

The name ‘Zendar’ had appeared during a prior session with the 6th-density Cassiopaean thoughtforms, 
yet without any context having been given in relation the planet Saturn. A subsequent discussion took 
place on July 23, 1994, during which the Cs drew a connection between the spiritual elevated mission of 
the Nazarene One and a High Council associated with the giant gas planet Saturn: 73



Q: (L) Did Venus follow a cometary orbit for a time?  A: Yes. 

Q: (L) Did Venus appear in our solar system from the area of Jupiter, coming from deep space?  A: That is correct.

Q: (L) Was Venus the pillar of smoke by day and fire by night as seen by the Jews during the Exodus?  A: No. 

Q: (L) What was seen by the Jews?  A: A guide ship.

Q: (L) Were Sodom and Gomorrah destroyed by nuclear weapons?  A: Yes and no. 

Q: (L) How were they destroyed?  A: Electromagnetic pulse. 

Q: (L) Was Jesus genetically engineered by aliens?  A: Close...

Q: (L) Was Mary a true virgin when she gave birth?  A: No 

Q: (L) Did she conceive in the normal way?  A: Yes. 

Q: (L) Was Jesus genetically altered?  A: After birth and during childhood. 

Q: (L) Was Jesus special, Christed as it is called, in any way?  A: Quick exalted to end the wars and civil 
entrancement; Zindar Council.

Q: (L) What is the Zindar Council?  A: Two cycle exchangers mission. 

Titan & Dione
 

Moons of Saturn

Q: (L) What does that mean?  A: References vast. 74



The “2-cycle exchangers mission” may allude to higher guidance through the gradual process of Ascension 
of Earth. Discussion with the Cs on the Zendar Council was continued a few weeks later, on October 22:

Q: (L) During a previous reading we asked several questions about Jesus of Nazareth known as the Christ. The 
question was asked: "Was Jesus special, that is, Christed, in some way?" The answer came back: "Quick 
exalted; wars; civil entrancement. Zindar council." I would like to know the meaning of these references.  A: Quick exalted refers to a sudden boost of awareness level related to previous questions about knowledge.

Sometimes that acquisition can occur in a surge and sometimes this is referred to as illumination. Jesusacquired his knowledge by having complete faith in his ability to acquire knowledge from a higher source. Thisfaith caused an equal balancing interaction with higher sources, which allowed him to gain supreme knowledgesimply by having that faith. Remember that the resources for the acquisition of knowledge in the space/time ere of Christ were much more limited than they are now. There were few options open for acquiring true knowledgeexcept total and complete faith. And this one was instilled with the awareness that total and complete faithwould cause dramatic and spectacular acquisition of knowledge; also would cause dramatic and spectacularprogression of the soul being. Therefore, the faith was felt, the knowledge was received. 

Q: (L) What was the source of the knowledge?  A: The source was the sixth level of density which is where we 
reside and we also were involved in that as well. 

Q: (L) What does the term "civil entrancement" mean?  A: Civil entrancement is a complete balancing of one's 
useful energies to a level where there is no experiencing of over balancing on the positive or negative side which is preferable for meditation in a mass form. 

Q: (L) What is the Zendar Council?  A: Zendar Council is a sixth level density council which spans both physical 
and ethereal realms and which oversees dramatic development points at various civilizational sectors in lower density levels. 

Atmospheric layers

Titan, moon of Saturn
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The same subject was followed up during a later dialog session with the Cassiopaeans on May 31, 1995:

Q: (L) Michael Lindemann gave a very interesting talk on the subject of angels. Apparently there are a lot of 
people seeing and claiming to interact with angels. Can you tell us about angels?  A: Be specific. 

Q: (L) Are there such things as angels?  A: Yes. 

Q: (L) Are angels as they have been described: very tall, beautiful beings with wings or whatever?  A: Yes. 

Q: (L) Who are the angels?  A: Refer to the transcript. 

Q: (L) I don't think we have ever mentioned angels in the transcript.  A: Not by name. See the second session. 
[The Zendar or Zindar Council?] 

Circuitous statements from the Cs intimate the veracity of Aladino Felix’s published information, given by 
the Ganymede spacecraft captain from the Angatuba ET base on tall humanoids who inhabit deep bases 
below the ice mantles of Titan and Dione. Comments from the Cs suggest the tall and eternal wise ones 
with large, magnetic eyes who inhabit 2 of Saturn’s moons are luminous, angelic human beings with wings.

The Cs identification of winged angels of the ’Zendar Council’ supports the statements made by Felix and 
Rosciano-Holder, and suggests the Atlantean Sons of the Law of One consulted with that High Council.76



Progressive offerings scientific information shared through genuine UFO contact cases in Brazil, Peru and 
East Germany remain largely unknown among the general public, yet represent some the most important 
disclosures relating to advanced subjects of aerospace engineering and the off-world origins of humanity 
on Earth. Emissaries of Christ consciousness from the crystal cities of Ganymede –the Kingdom of Munt– 
have planted the seeds of knowledge which will soon germinate under the double illumination of 2 suns.

These concerted provisions of specialized knowledge shared with Earth humanity during the latter half of 
the 19th century elucidate the exoplanetary origin of the Atlantean civilization of the Late Paleolithic Period. 
Atlantis began as a social reconstitution of an ET collective of diverse humanoid populations evacuated to 
Earth from the former 5th planet, prior to its horrific demise by mega-explosion roughly 79,000 years ago.

The sacred process of planetary Ascension in the light of twin suns promises concurrent elucidation of the 
true origin of the human species on Earth, as an expression of the diversity of ET humanoid species 
working together in the spirit of co-creation. Mass hybridization programs are linked to great underground 
city complexes serving as secure bases for spacecraft operations of visitors from the Aldebaran collective. 
The coming time will see the arrival of our ancestral teachers from the Jovian moons of Ganymede and Io; 
spreading knowledge among humanity, with oversight from the Zendar Council on Saturn’s moon Titan.

Titan, atmospheric UV

Hydrino plasma layers
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